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This is the end, then, of str iving; that is what 
comes of it all ; 
Darkness aod foes just behind one; before, 
an impassable wall. 
,v1iat does it matter how staunchly one may 
have battled for trnth, 
When with his weapons all broken he sits by 
the grave of his youth? 
What did it profit in past years that one rlid 
the best that he knew, 
When in the gloom of the present, virtue 
herself seems untrue? 
Why should one fight any longer when no-
thing remains but defeat? 
Surely such labor were useless anu idle tlle 
~tini11g of feet . 
. \_h ! but the sonl that is faithful kn ws it is 
gootl to have fonght; 
Knows it i;; goo(] to have acterl, whatever the 
doing has brought. 
'l'lti~ is the crown of the conflict, this the re-
ward of all strife-
Faith in one's self and one'R mot iveR, no 
matter how darkened the life. 
Flesh may be bruised and clefeate ·cl. but ~pirit 
is never disgraced; 
Spirit .is always triumphant; whatever sharp 
pain it has faced. 
Here, at the end of my conflict, I connse l not 
yet witb despair, 
Though to all seeming my struggles are his 
who but beateth the air. 
barkne-s and foes are about me, yet I stand 
with my back to the wall, 
Facing whatel'er Fate Fends me, and facing 
Fate th us l shall fall ! 
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'I'lae 'l'ra-vels of" 'I'wo Coll .. ge Do:,-11. 
[CONCLUDED.] 
At 7 o'clock the next mornmg we 
arose, feeling much refreshed after our 
night's rest. We wanted to take the 
early train for Baltimore, therefore had 
hut little more time to spend in the 
Capital City. Before going to the depot 
we went down to the navy-yard and 
saw a good many interesting things du-
ring our short stay. We boarded a 
large man-of-war oc:cupied by naval 
cadets who were off on their cruising 
expedition for the summer. We were 
at once struck with the neatness in 
which everything was kept. Every man 
on boa.rd was at work cleaning the boat. 
Some were down on their hands and 
knees scouring the deck; others polish-
ing the brass-work, while others were 
washing their clothes. Leaving there 
we went to the water's edge and beck-
oned to a man on a monitor at anchor 
a fi>w . yards off, and were soon being 
rowed across the harbor and entering 
this great iron-clad. It was used in the 
late war on the Northern side, and was 
the second one built. It is covered with 
iron eleven inches thick, and there was 
a cannon )n board large enough to admit 
the body of a man. There were a good 
many deep indentations in the thick iron 
sheeting, showing that it had not escape<l 
some fierce engagements . But it will 
never be used for war again. It has 
been condemned, and is now used only 
as a powder magazine. There are a good 
many captured cannon planted on the 
:grounds. 
From the navy-yard we hastened to 
the depot, where we took the north-
bound train on the Baltimore and Poto-
mac road, a.nd soon reached Baltimore. 
We got off at Charles-Street depot and 
boarded one of the Blue Line cars, which 
took us down on Baltimore street, where 
most of the business is transacted. Here 
we ate breakfast, for we had not had 
time to engage in this pleasant occupa-
tion before leaving Washington. After 
eating a hearty meal we felt much bet-
ter, and prepared for another day of 
sight-seeing . 
After walking around on the street 
for awhile, looking at the principal build-
ings, we boarded another car, bound for 
Druid Hill Park, which place we reached 
after a ride of three miles. This is a 
beautiful place. One of its most striking 
features is it;, country-like appearance . 
There are hills and dales, streams and 
lakes, majestic elms and low shrubbery; 
all of which go to make up a model 
park. Upon the lakes there were some 
beautiful swans, while here and there 
throughout the whole grounds there 
were cages of animals, such as coons, 
opossums, foxes, prairie -dogs, &c., &c. 
There were birds of every size and color, 
which, each one with a different note, 
kept up such a noise that we could hardly 
hear ourselves talk. The most interest-
ing thing we saw here was a cage of 
monkeys, twenty-five or thirty in num-
ber. They were running all through 
the cage, playing with one another. So 
amusing were their antics that we were 
compelled to spend some tii:ne looking at 
them, although we had several other 
places to visit that day. The Maryland 
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Institute, situated in the park, has a very 
good collection of curiosities, but we 
had seen such a fine collection the day 
before at the National Museum that we 
could not appreciate this. One very at-
tractive feature connected with this park 
is a house for refreshments, where 
· luncheon and all kinds of fruits can be 
had. We spent some time at this de-
- partment, drinking soda-water and ad-
miring the Baltimore girls. 
On our way ,back down town we stop, 
, ped at Johns Hopkins University. One 
naturally associates with an institution 
of learning a broad campus and high 
trees, but this is situated right in the 
heart of the city, with no more room 
than just enough to build upon. This 
is indeed a grand institution, and com-
plete in every particular. Each of the 
departments has its own library, con-' 
sisting of every book in English, Ger-
man, and French that can be had upon 
the subject taught . There are about 
fifty-five professors and instructors alto-
gether - an able corps . A very polite 
janitor showed us through the buildings, 
and he was so well acquainted with 
everything that, had he wo,rn little bet-
ter clcthes, we would have mistaken him 
for a professor . There is a fine gymna-
sium connecteJ with this institution. 
Leaving this place, we strolled through 
Lexington Market, which is immense, 
It occupies the space of six blocks. Here 
can be seen everything the epicurean 
might desire. There are all kinds of 
meats and vegetables and tropical fruits 
and beautiful flowers in abundance. (We 
stopped at one of the stands, presided 
over by a very pretty girl, for such a 
place, and bought some bananas, peaches, 
and delicious pears. It is probable that · 
the pretty face and not the tempting 
fruits attracted us to this stand rather 
than to any other.) 
The next place of interest toward which 
we turned our faces was Patterson Park. 
Though this is by no means so large as 
Druid Hill Pask, yet it is ra.ther attrac-
tive, especially on account of its beauti-
ful flowers. As we entered, the words 
"Patterson Park" caught our view. 
Tliey were made by growing foliage of 
every hue, and so perfect were the let-
ters that they seemed to be painted. 
We had not gone many steps before we 
entered tl~e botanical department, where 
could be seen plants of every description. 
In beauty they rivalled those we had 
seen in Washington. In this park there 
is a lake, upon which were a great many 
pleasure boats, and a good many persons 
were enjoying their gliding movements. 
After havi.ng taken a sail, my compan-
ion and I sat down upon. a bench be-
neath a dense shade and partook of the 
refreshing fruits which we had procured 
at market. All together we must have 
eaten at least a peck. But that was 
nothing for two college boys, especially 
when they were on such a tramp as this. 
By this time it was 4 o'clock, one 
hour previous to the time at which we 
had to leave; so we hastened up to Bal-
timore street, and after walking around 
for awhile among the busy throng, 
started to the wharf. We were not 
certain at which street to turn, so stop-
ped and inquired of a peanut roaster, 
but he seemed dumb. We readily per-
ceived, however, that he was a German, 
and not acquainted with our Longue; 
so we spouted some "Deutsch" to him, 
and soon received the desired informa-
tion. 
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Just before reaching the wharf we 
entered a restaurant, and my" old lady" 
called for two or three lunches, where-
upon the proprietor of the establishment 
prepared three, but upon presenting 
them we told him we wanted only two, 
as there were only two of us. "But," 
replied he, "you said 'two c r three,' and 
I always have an ear for the largest 
number." We did not refuse the third, 
as we thought we could very easily make 
way with another man's allowance. 
We boarded a steamer of the York 
RiYer Lin e, "Danvilld," which plies be-
tween Baltimore and West Point, and 
at half-past 5 o'clock we were making 
our way out of the harbor. It was 
amazing to look upon the great i;iumber 
of boats. They were of every descrip-
tion and from all parts of the world. 
Th ey almost. made a city by themselves. 
They were in const::int motion, some 
coming, others going . Just as we en-
tered the bay, another large steamer was 
seen making its way along the same 
course which ours was following. )n a 
short while our boat reached it, but clid 
not pass so easily as it had overtaken it. 
The other boat, '' The Maid of the At-
lantic," seemed determii;ed not to let us 
pass, a11d for half an hour we ran nearly 
siLle by side. All were upon deck wit-
JJessing the scene, but after awhile we 
began to leave our opponent, and finally 
it was lost sight of in the darkness. So 
beautiful was the view on deck that it 
would have S\:)erned a punishment to re-
main in our state room. ,Ve sat and 
watched with peculiar interest the placid 
waters through which the numerous boats 
were gliding until the sun, like a great 
ball of fire, sank beneath its waves, and 
the stars one by one appeared, aml.uuna 
shone out in all her bea.11ty. Moonlight 
npon the Chesapeake! It was indeed 
beantiful. Dy the reflection of the placir1 1 
waters it seemed that the heavens were 
both abo,·e and below ns, and that we 
were suspended in the centre of a hollow 
sphere . As darkness approached, we 
could see many lights from the light-
houses on the shore . Some were steady,· 
other,i revolving, making their appear-
ance every minute . 'l'he electr ic lights 
in Annapolis could Le very distinctly 
seen, also, as we passed down the Lay. 
While standing at the bow n,dmiring the 
beauty of the surroundings, an old sailor, 
who had spout twenty-threeyears of his 
life upon the water, joined us and r0-
lated many interesting adventures of the 
, sea. He seeme<l to be perfectly at home 
when talking about his exp.erience with 
storms and shipwrecks. It wns with 
reluctance that he withdrew ,rhcn his 
little son came and told him: "Pap, nfa 
says come there." He turned to us ancl 
said : "If yon fellows will wait here till 
I go and give my wife the 'roo1n to ha 
key,' I will come back and talk with yon 
some more." As it was getting rather 
late we did not wait for the old man, 
but started to our state-mom. Onr iit-
tention was attracted for awhile, tbongh, 
in the saloon by a couple which were 
evic1ently either in the last stages of lo,ie 
or foe first of matrirnory. They were 
both occupying the piano-stool, an<1 she 
was playing, with one finger, "\Vbat 
Bliss is Thi"!" When they looked up 
and ,-aw that we were witnessing the 
proceo<li11t s, he, a rongh-looking coui1-
try fellow, started through what lie 
thought was a door, but was snrpris ed 
. ' when h~ collected himself, to fi n<l that 
he hn<l l,roken a panel minor into atoms, 
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wh ile she disappeared to pa,rts unknown. 
By this time the &pectators conRistecl 
of most of the pm-sengerR on boarcl, anrl 
we retired to onr state-room. 
\Ve arose the next morning jnst in 
ti me to soe the historic old place, York-
town. \Vo wer0 very sorry our boat 
dirl not stop here, as we would like to 
have visited the spot where tho patriots 
gained their inclepemlence. At half-past 
7 l\'8 rcache,l West Point, on the York 
n ver. We were for :;omo time uncle-
ciclocl whether to take the train then 
waiting or remain till tho next, which 
left in a few hours. We knew some 
sweet "calico" hero, which fad almost 
irnluced nR to Rtav, lm't we <locicled that 
we could have a more pl~asant time in 
Richmoucl among our more intim,ttc 
friends; so we hastenecl on nnd reaclwd 
our destination at 8:15 A. M. We stop-
pea at the only college boarding-home 
then in operation. It is nee,lless to Ray 
how the ti mo waR Hpont here, for every 
Richmou4 College student knows how a 
few clays of his vacation ,vould he spent 
in this city, especially if he has made 
rn uch progress with tho "calico" ticket. 
Two d,1ys were hero spent in a most de-
lightful rnnnnorwith the friends dearest 
to our hearts, at the expiration of which 
time I bndc farc,•:oll to my "old lady" 
a.ml othe1· friendK nncl rcturnrd home. 
J. E. TOMPKINS. 
J>lailolo g· iu11 ] >u b li(• -D•· h a I ••. 
(Re.~i,'wd, That our national pro~perity clr-
mancl~ the disfrnnclii~ement of tl1e Xegro.) 
Ry l\fr. C. L. L.\11·s, first on negatil-e. 
We are to cliscn::ss a <leep ancl impor-
tant qnes.tion to-night, arnl the limits of 
our cliscusP.-ion will not permit ns to cleat 
in metaphor and simile; nor has at-
tempto,l sarcasm aml cutting invectirn, 
in which tho gentle1rnw has RO freely 
de1,lt, any pliwe in our disc11,:;sion sarn 
as tho legitimate offopring of blind, l1it-
ter prejrnlice. Let us hear in mi]l(1 to-
night that our broa<l, fair, nn<l hcantiful 
Ltn<l, from gulf to lakeK and from O<'Can 
to ocean, was ctll afire with this que,,tion, 
and that even now, whilst we cannot see 
the lurid light, the fires are smoldering in 
their dons and caverns, increasing day hy 
day, and ere long they will burst npon 
u:-1 in all their fury. Then let us banish 
prejudice ancl hatre<l and diflcnss the 
matter fair!)- ancl l10110_stly aiHl upon 
'· principles . 
I. Let us Como fully to appreciate tho 
du ti-es and responsibilities of citizenshi'p. 
A retro,:;pecti ve glance is neceRsary that 
we mity understan<l this fully. Whe11 
the yoke of British oppression became 
galling to our forefathers, with charac~ 
tcristic brn,verv and inclomi tal,lo courage, 
tlw_v said "We are free and of right 
Hhonlcl be." They detorrnine<l that ont 
of the hancls of Sov~reign. and Pope 
,should he wrefltecl tliifl fair western em-
pire, that under the free and noble in-
stitutions of a republican · government 
onr people might realize in<lee<l that 
they were free, each with a voice in the 
aclministrntion of justice, and th,tt now 
they were to acknowledge no lol'<l save 
the Lord of lords, and no king · saYe J e-
hovah. ' 
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As with the Declaration of Indepen-
dence came magnificent privileges and 
unparalleled opportunities, there came 
also corresponding responsibility and 
momentous conseqnencP;;. Our country 
had been governed by tho,:e whose entire 
training had been such as to guarantee 
a profound knowledge of the sc_iences of 
politics and sociology-in the hands of 
those who were then ruling the most 
opulent, powerful, prosperous, progress-
ive nation of modern times. Weighty 
was .the responsibility of cutting ·a coun-
try adrift from such influences and 
plaoing her as a progressive govern-
ment, a young republic, a nation among 
nations, "a home of the free," "a land 
of the brave," where every man might 
worjlhip God according to the dictates 
of his conscience. All praise and honor 
to the men who stood bravely at the 
helm and guided the "ship of state" 
safely through the turbulent waters and 
at last anchored her in the calm and 
peaceful harbor, and there, strong arid 
intrepid, has she stood and ever will 
stand, though at times the waters around 
her foam and froth as they are lashed 
by ihe mighty storms of political agita-
tion. At once our country starts upon 
an ~ra of progress unsurpassed in the 
annals of time. All is peace and pros-
. p'.erity, and it seems that the very hea-
vens themselves are bowing over and 
smiling upon the breadth of onr views 
and the freedom of our jnst;tutions. 
But alas! whilst all ·appeared so fair 
and prosperous a cancer was eating in 
the vitals of our nation. Satan had not 
been idle . Gradually and subtly had 
come into our land a dishonoring and 
degrading traffic. It did not come with-
out protest, I rejoice to say; for as early 
as 1770 the King of Great Britain com-
mand€d the Governor of Virginia, "under 
pain of the highest displeasure, to assent 
to no law prohibiting the importation of 
slaves." And in 1772 Virginia addressed 
the King in remonstrance, using these 
remarkable words : "The importation 
of slaves, a trade of great inhumanity, 
will endanger the very existence of your 
Majesty's American dominions." Then 
came Maryland and Carolina with the 
sam.e solemn protest. Although the 
founders of our republic were bitterly 
opposed to this miserable traffic, it had 
become so general that no steps were 
taken to check it, though stateBmen like 
.Jefferson saw in it contradiction to the 
spirit of our constitution. 
In time thiB traffic came to be con-
fined to the portion of our country most 
blessed of Gdtl; in d_evelopment it kept 
pace with our fre0 institutions, till at last 
it came to be a withering, blighting 
curse, threatening the very existence of 
ou~ nation. But in the course of time 
an,d the progress of events, another por-
ti~n of our country became jealous of the 
South. Urged on by some sympathy 
for the poor, enslaved negro, by some 
benevolent and beneficent purposes, by 
much of envy and more of hatred, the 
North determined by one orusa<le to 
strike the shackles from the negro and 
to "abase and crush the envied Son th," 
which had prospered notwithstanding 
"this running sore in its hody politic ." 
We are not here to speak of the glaring 
injustice of this war. But we do say, 
and with the greatest possible emphasis, 
that it illustrates to our minds that the 
God of heaven is the God of nations. 
For out of this cruel, bloody war God 
has brought glory to Himself and has 
,, 
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given the great':l3t po3sible impetus to 
His cause by breaking down this strong-
hold of Satan; and now, as the chariot 
of Chri~t rolls among the nations of the 
earth, bringing all under His sceptre, 
we cannot hear the cry, waftel to UB 
from beyond the seas: "You give the 
lie to your profession; you seek to give 
us liberty through Christ, whilst you 
hold tens of thousands of our feilows in 
the bonds of abject slavery." You won-
der, my friends, that I have dwelt so 
long upon this phase, which is really but · 
introductory to my subject? Simply 
because I propose to prove that the 
change propo3e:l by my opponent will 
bring about just the state of affairs that 
I have described, with all its attendant 
consequences. 
Now we find the negro a free man. 
What shall be donE with him? 
A weighty question, the decision of 
which is pregnant with mighty conse-
quences. Democracy is victorious. The 
aristocratic institutions of the South are 
crushed. The victory is complete. The 
negro .is declared a free man. Whilst 
our Congress was in session gravely con-
sulting as to what privileges the negro 
was entitled, there came a letter from 
the little republic of Switzerland, con-
gratulating the Union upon her success 
in arms and praising her that in 1862 
was pronounced the talismanic word of 
freedom, urging her to complete the work 
so loyally begun and so nobly prose-
cuted, and lamenting the condition of 
the freed man should he not be declared 
a citizen, with the right of franchise. 
"Between slavery and full citizenship 
there exists no safe middle ground." 
This maxim fired the breasts of all Union 
men. Its profound, invincible logic w~s 
recognized, and the negro became equal 
in his civil and political rights with the 
mo3t highly cultured and enlight~ned. 
The ' people of the North doubted the 
expediency of this radical movement. 
The people of the South fancied they saw 
in it slavery and woe for themselve_s and 
their posterity. Prayers rose from pul-
pits and :fire.3idea all over our land for 
the protection of our homes and our sa-
cred rights; and, my friends, would you 
believe that this is the identical i city 
upon which it was expected would fall 
the earliest and heavieat showers of 
wrath and desolation? 
Have the prophecies been fulfilled? 
Has woe come to you? . Has the fury of 
the gods burst upon you? Have you 
been compelled to associate with and 
intermarry with negroes? Has your 
property been confiscated or even jeop-
ardized by negro authorities? Have 
your childr ·en been enslaved by that 
grim specter abolitionist whom .you once 
so dreaded? 
Then again we must not compare to-
day with the days of reconstruction. 
Do the interests of our nation demand 
the disfranchisement of the negro? Not 
the interests of Virgil).ia or of Georgia 
or of the S·outh, but of the nation? 
At the institution of our govern-
ment we recognized the God of hea-
vens as the God of nations, and impar-
tial justice became our motto. Hence 
it is unphilos ophical to claim that na-
tional prosperit, ·, in its ultimate analysis, 
can ever be brought about by means 
which in themselves are unjust and ty-
rannical to a large portion of ou~ body 
politic. 
First of all, we must come to realize, 
however crucifying it may be to ou..r 
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bofl,sted intelligence and our aristocra,tic 
ideas, that the men, women, a.nd children 
whom God has seen fit to create with 
black skins, flat noses, thick lips, i1igh 
cheek-bones, and nappy heads are not 
brutes, as many suppose them to be. 
They are men endowed by God with 
ntel lect, sensibility, and will- consti-
tuted just as we are, the same blood 
coursing through their veins, the same 
l1";H'S, <1<' ·: 1 ,:s, aspirations, longings, and 
;,:cm, pulsating within their breast". 
Before we can form any clear and right 
conception of this question we must 
di vest our minds of the tendency to as-
sociate civil and political rights with 
social privileges . They are entirely dis-
tinct, and such we should regard them . 
Should there ever come a time when 
men and women mingle together irre-
spective of color or race distinction, it 
will arise by a revolution caused by 
other things than civil rights. Political 
rights neither pre-snppose nor guaran-
tee any s0cial privileges whatsoever. 
But you tell me to observe. What do 
I see? Why, a gra,lnal amalgamating 
of the races-a withering, blighting 
curse upon our fair land. You srty it is 
because the negro has been rniRed to a 
position where he feels his importa ,nce, 
and hence the result. I tell you it has 
ta,ken place, not becfLuse of the enfran-
chisement of the ncgro, bnt notwith-
standing it Beginning with the intro-
duetion of slavery, and necessarily pro-
gressive, w.e have reached the present 
state · of affai ril. In my ow-n -mind, my 
friends, I have ' argued the matter -pro 
and eon.; and if time permitted I- am 
sure I could SfLtisfy you . that to remove 
the educating and refining influences of 
citizenship, instead of doing away with 
,the tendency you would add fuel to the 
flame. My friends, every argument 
that the ballot should be withdrawn on 
account of race or color rests in preju-
dice, which has arisen from fostering 
the idea that since "the negro is infe1;ior 
to the white man he should have none 
of his privileges." This position is un-
tenable upon any principles of human 
nature or sound logic. 
A word more upon this phase of the 
subject and I will leave it . 
If political equality has a tendency 
to social equalization, how is it that at 
the end of the one hundred and twelfth 
year of our independence, the lines of 
demctr;;ation between .the classes of the 
white race, who have alway8 cast the 
ballot together, are deeper and broader 
to-day than ever before? Why the 
numberleas classeR and grndes of socictl 
life in Richmond to-night? Simply be-
cause the poli.tical privileges which each 
class has always enjoyed have had no 
tendency to draw , them into social rela-
tions other than exist.eel l>efore. The 
bands that bind men socially are not, and 
never can be, the iron bands of law and 
legislation, but an intangible influence 
binding men together who are by na,ture 
equal-intellectually, morally, or so-
cially. 
Now a little more definitely. 
"Monarchial governments are founded 
upon the ide:1, that the _ sovereign is the 
sonrce of aJl power; ana hence is ex-
pected to guard theJigh ts of the -pqpn-
lace; b11t oui·republican governrn.ent is 
founded upon the idea thfl,t the people. 
are the only source of -legitimate author-
ity, and the guardians of the.ir own 
right,,, through the instrumentality of 
the ballot.'' E::isentially, then, a gov~ 
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ernment of the people, for the people, 
by the people. The strongest position 
which the opposition has taken or can 
take i.~ that taken when it is said that 
the right of suffrage should not have 
been conferred because of the ignorance 
of the negro , which effectually incapa-
citated him from exercising intelligently 
the privileges of citizenship; and, sec-
ondly, that the right of suffrage should 
be withdrawn for the saine reason. 
The first proposition we cannot dis-
cuss here. The mistake in the theory 
is in the supposition that the second 
proposition nece.ssa.rily follows from the 
first. They are distinct, essentially dif-
ferent. We acknowl edge the grounds 
for the argument in the widespread 
ignorance of the negro race. We lament 
it as a fact, but we deny it as a govern-
ing prin cip!e, for reasons which will ap-
pear later. We grant that the negroes 
are far behind the whites in intelligenc e, 
and for the sake of argument we will 
admit, further, that the negro race it>, 
as a race, not capable of successful self-
governmen t. Bnt is this to be wondered 
at? By what rapid, unnatural, incon-
ceivable development can yon bring in 
twenty-five years an unlettered , uncul-
tured ra ce, which has been kept in igno-
rance for generations, to a full under-
standing of the duties devolving upon 
the · citizen? - The development is 
coming. Yon _say remove . th e I right of 
fran chise till this state of development 
has been reached. Then, my friends, 
the inevitable consequence will be retro-
gre 88Wn. 
Suffrage itself is an educating prin-
ciple , and the use of the ballot will ne-
cessarily lead to its intelligent use. It 
would have been absurd to have expected 
the negro to have made much more rapid 
progress than he has made. Mr. Glad-
stone, in speaking some years ago about 
the peasantry of England with reference 
to citizenship, said: "It must . not be 
forgotten that the formation of habits 
of self-government and active co-opera-
tion for useful objects must be very 
gradual." "Where the people of a coun-
try have been in a state of comparative 
dependence, even on the removal of their 
fett ers it will be long before they ,can 
walk at ease." If this be true, in any 
degree, of freemen, who have risen from 
dependence, how vividly it speaks for 
those who have risen out of the galling 
chains of slavery-ant of absolute de_ 
pendence. We must tread lightly when 
we come to speak of negro education at 
Richmond College. But yet we must 
remember that among negroes we find 
men endowed with brilliant intellects, of 
broad and deep culture. 
Again, my friends are arguing for the 
unconditional disfranchis ement of the 
entire negro element of our population, 
irrespective of educational prerequisites. 
By what code of morals, what laws of 
justice, ·and what rules of logic can you 
allow the white man, who may have been 
raised under some monarchial and tyran-
nical government; and who, therefore, is 
without sympathy for our democratic 
institutions-in a word, how can you let 
your uneducated, uncultured, and almost 
unciviliz ed white man cast his vote, with-
out so much as raising yo ir voice in 
protest? But when a man in every 
sense his su-perior comes to cast his vote, 
you say: "No, sir, you cannot vote 
here." He asks, "Why?" You ' have 
but one answer to make-" Because your 
skin is hlack." He8r, ob Hew ern, ! and 
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give ear, oh earth! Reject the negro's 
vote because his skin is black! Why 
not because his nose is flat? Why not 
because his lips are thick? "Ah," you 
say, "that would be absurd." One 
ground would be as tenable as the other. 
In both cases I have reasoned from true 
premises to legitimate conclusions. I 
do not transcend my limit when I compare 
the highest negro with the lowest white. 
I do it not for practical experiment, 
but to meet your argument by reductio 
ad absurdam. Away with your boasted 
democracy, your republican government, 
your free institutions, when such infa-
mous, g}aring injustice is even sug-
gested. We have neither time nor in-
clination to discuss the relative mental 
calibre of the white and black. We 
grant the native superiority of the white 
race, and yet can but remember that 
negroes are to-day, with marked ability 
and great acceptance, £.lling pulpits, 
pleading at the bar, and sitting in both 
houses of · our National Council. 
Again : Since the negro is no longer 
a slave, but a freeman, he must have 
certain inalienable rights, and he must 
have the ballot for the protection of his 
rights. 
I do not believe that in all cases and 
under all circumstances the maxim, 
"Taxation and representation are cor-
relative rights," is -true. But it was one 
of the cries of our forefathers in sever-
ing our allegiance with our mother 
country, and one of the foundation stones 
upon which our government was builded. 
The white man has property, is taxed, 
and by his vote protects his property 
and levies his tax. Why should not the 
negro be accorded the same privileges? 
He has his own house, his own servants, 
his own horses and carriages, and tills 
his own land. And even if the negroes 
owned but $20 each, either in personalty 
or real estate, the principle would be 
exactly the same, for our Governm!3nt 
guarantees equal protection to rich and 
poor. 
To sum up this argument, then, dis-
rega.rding educational or property quali-
£.cations, the negro and wh1te man 
should stand· alike before our Govern-
ment. 
Now leaving the practical for a mo-
ment, let us turn to the speculative, and 
improve our present systems by going 
in to Utopia. As we are not talking for 
argument's sake to-night, we are quite 
willing to put the negro to the •test. 
We have practically proved that the 
unconditional disfranchisement of the 
negro is an imrioseibiljty; now let us 
see whether we can disfranchise him by 
his inferiority, as evidenced in a com-
petitive examination. Of course we now 
have reference to the two proposed pre-
requisites to suffrage-educational an<l 
propel·ty quali£.cations. Require an 
educational prerequisite and one of two 
things will follow: either, because the 
standard is too high, you will place the 
government in the hands of the M. A.'s 
and. Phd.'s of our country, many of 
whom, as you very well know, ha,·e no 
practical knowledge of government; or 
should the standard be lower, you will 
have thousands of the educated, cultured 
negroes voting, whilst tens of thousands 
of the whites will be disfranchised, and 
you will see by the experiment you have , 
not gotten rid of the negro yet . 
Again: Admit a property quali£.ca-
tion and one of two results will follow : 
either, because the prerequisite is too 
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large, our government will be run en-
tirely by millionaires and monopolists, 
who will crush any government out of 
existence; or, by the prerequisite being 
lowered, you will have your thousands 
of well-to-do negroes voting, whilst your 
tens of thousands of educated, cnltured 
Caucasians, including statesmen, politi-
cians, college professors, ministers of the 
Gospel, and la1:ge representations frcim 
every learned profession, will be dis-
franchised along with the poor, unlet-
tered, penniless son of Vulcan. And 
yet you haven't gotten rid of Mr. Negro, 
so it seems. So this gronnd for the dis-
franchisement of the negro "is false in 
philosophy and defective in logic." 
. Again: We are willing that the past 
shall copy fair the future. We are as-
sured that negro suffrage has been in 
no sense a failure, but to the opposite 
it is the strongest argument for its con-
tinuance. · Local and superficial obser-
vation might co·nvince us to the oppo-
site . The people of the North, with 
strong prejudices, consider negro suf-
frage a failure, not because of the 
negro's inability to perform the function 
of an elbctor, but because of Southern 
hatred a.nd Southern oppression. People 
of the South believe negro suffrage a 
failure, because we have seen that in the 
past year the negro has been to a great 
extent under political despotism. But, 
my friends, the mists are gradually clear-
ing away, the negro has realized and is 
realizing his functions in government as 
a µolitical factor, and on every side he is 
asserting his liberty, and, better yet, his 
individuality. In 1869 the white people 
of Mississippi unanimously voted at the 
polls for the ratification of the enfran-
chising amendment to our Constitution. 
Mr. L. Q. C. Lamar, believing as he did 
that when once the negro was made a free 
man, a property-holder, and a tax-payer, 
he could not be excluded from the re-
maining privileges and duties of citizen-
ship-th at is, the right and obligation 
to vote-has said that if. the "same ques-
tion were again submitted to th,e people 
of Mississippi they would vote for negro 
suffrage in the light of experience with 
more confidence than they voted for it 
in the light of an experiment," This in 
effect is the position of the statesmen of 
our country, North and Sou th, irrespec-
tive of any party political affiliations. 
That a certain-class of negroes vote quite 
as intelligently as any white men, and 
that for the ignorant and uneducated 
among the negroes there is a stand-off 
in the same class of whites, the same in 
principle and nearly the same in propor-
tion, are facts undisputed and indisputa-
ble. My·opponents say disfranchise the 
negro. Then I ask : ''Well, what posi-
tion is he to occupy?" They say it is 
irrelevant to the question . Wise men 
make no changes except for_ the better. 
We ask, and in all sincerity, those who 
denounce the enfranchisement of the 
negro as impolitic, unwise, a,nd dangerous, 
to "show us a better adjustment of his 
status." 
Where will you place the negro? Re-
curring again to Mr. Garfield's maxim, 
"Between slavery and full citizen~hip 
there is no middle ground," we can say 
with him "that to strike the shackles 
from the negro's limbs, to d~clare by law 
that he should not be. sold, scourged, or 
bonded at the will of his master, and 
then leave him with no means of defend-
ing his rights before the courts and juries 
of the C'Onntrv-to arm w;th n-:i legal 
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and political weapons of defence-would 
be an injustice hardly less' cruel to him, 
and a policy even more dangerous to the 
public peace than slavery itself ." 
Slavery the world will never have 
again . It is now being driven by the 
advance guard of civilization from the 
face of the earth, and God speed the 
flight. 
Take the right of franchise from the 
negro, you either place him in serfdom 
or you must transport and colonize him. 
The first has been branded as an in-
famy which modern civilization will not 
endure. The second should deserve the 
wrath and curse of God, for its glaring 
injustice and cruel treatment of the race 
which, if properly treated and educated, 
would love and defend the Stars and 
Stripes. 
Or keep the negro here and tell him 
he is to have no voice in .the government 
of his country, no appeal to the courts 
of justice, and hence no pride in his 
country's supremacy, and, naturally and 
necessarily, you will transform a tamed, 
docile race 'into a revolutionary element 
of our population, and place in his hands 
the weapon by which he will cause vio-
lence, bloodshed , and revolution. And 
if rebellion is ever justifiable , in this 
case God would never frown . 
I would that we had time to speak of 
the remarkable progrese our country has 
made during the time the negro has been 
a political factor . Proportionately, 
greater progress has been made than 
ever before, and now our Union stands 
out, with her unparalleled resources, the 
peer of any government of the world, 
and leading in science, arts, and poli-
tics. 
In closing, let me say that we, as a 
nation, have a moral responsibi lity . The 
right.of citizenship is a means, if rightly 
used, of raising men morally as well as 
intellectually. The darkness and super-
stition of the race is, under our free in-
stitutions, melting away; for now all 
classes of our citizens alive, from moun-
tain ·and from valley, from hill and from 
dale, from the walls of prisons and the 
gates of palaces, are being called by the 
sound of the gospel trumpet from the 
darkness of ignorance and superstition 
to the light, that is the light of the 
world, to the light which,· through the 
darkness of the blackest night, has been 
a beacon star to the dying hopes of man. 
Thus the negroes a:s well as the whites 
are gradually growing into the ideal 
citizens, which must be the bulwark of 
an ideal government. 
To conclucle, the propositions that I 
have state9, if true, prove beyond per-
adventure, that the disfranchisement of 
the negro is undesirable, impracticab le, _ 
impossible. 0. L . L. 
P.-rman e n ce oC' I:it.-rary Fsn1.e. 
The world ha.s produced a few men 
whose names, by the common consent of 
mankind, have become immortal; and of 
these none occupy more prominent and 
conspicious places than those who havo 
macle the gre:1test contributions to the 
world's literature, "that avenue to glory 
ever open for those ingenious men who 
are d<>prived of honors or of wealth." 
Permanent and enduring fame is . the 
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peculiar, and often the sole reward of the 
literary benefactors of mankind. In their 
age and generation they have been less ap-
preciated and less substantially rewarded 
than any other class of men. Milton re-
ceived the pal try compensation of twenty-
:five uollars for his Paradise Lost, that 
grandest production of human genius. 
Samuel J ohrn,on and Oliver Goldsmith 
were allowed by a negligent and unap-
preciative generation to live for several 
years in want and poverty, and often to 
approach the very verge of starvation. 
The former of these is better known to 
us than any other man in history; the 
latter possesses th·e -proud distinction 
of being "the most beloved of English 
writers." 
When the great and powerful of the 
earth die, grand and imposing monu-
ments are erected to their memory; 
when an author dies, a mound of earth, 
or a simple slab, at most, marks his rest-
ing place. But the world's greatest au-
thors need not crumbling marble or cor- · 
ruptible bronze to propagate their im-
mortality, for they have left to "the pos-
terity of those who are yet unborn" "im-
perishable monuments of their genius." 
Except by incorporating them in lite-
rature "there is no other method of :fix-
ing those thoughts which arise and dis-
appear in the mind of man, and trans-
mitting them to the last periods of ti'me." 
Books can be indefinitely multiplied, so 
that the works of the best writers may 
be preserved through all coming ages. 
The products of the painter's and even 
the sculptor's and architect's art must 
eventually perish; the works of the 
masters of the literary art will live for-
ever. Greece has lost her most splendid 
works of art, her finest paint;ngs and 
sculpture are gone, her once magnificent 
temples are in ruins; her literature alone 
is preserved tJ us intact and undisturbed 
amidst the surrounding decay. 
We read of powerful kings and princes 
who rose, reigned, and fell; of mighty 
generals and commanders who lead their 
armies to victory through blood and 
carnage; but. all these fail to excite in 
our hearts those feelings which we enter-
tain towards the highest of human intel-
lects. The most ardent and intimate 
friendship is preserved between us and 
the great writers of the past. An inter-
course exists, which is "ever new, active 
and immediate." We go to them for 
knowledge and information; for pleasure 
and relaxation from the toils and fatigues 
incident to human exertion. Thus the 
most plrnsant and agreeable relations 
are sustained between the author and 
the reader. "Plato is never sullen. Cer-
vantes is never petulant. Demosthenes 
never comes. unseasonably. Dante never 
stays too long. No difference of political 
opinion can alienate Cicero. No heresy 
can excite the horror of Bossuet." 
The love which we bear towards the 
author is manifested in various ways. 
"Even the most common objects are 
consecrated when associated with the 
man of genius." Love and admiration 
prompt travelers yearly to visit Stratford-
on-A von, the birthplace of the world's 
greatest dramatist. It has been said 
that visitors to Westminster Abbey re-
main longest in the Poets' Corner, gazing 
on the simple memorials of England's 
greatest geniuses. 
When we consider what self-sacrifice 
the author has always subjected himself 
to; what difficulties and discouragements 
he has had to meet, and finally, what he 
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has contributed to the happiness and to 
the advancement of civilization in the 
world , we would say, in the words of 
Washington Irving~ "Well may pos-
terity be grateful to his memory; for 
he has left it an inheritance, not of empty 
names and sounding actions, but whol~ 
treasures of wisdom, bright gems of 
thought, anc1 golden views of language." 
Th ere have been many so-called authors, 
whose works lrn.ve justly sunk into ob-
livion: but there are a few productions 
which have gained for their producers; 
"that lasting fame and perpetuity of 
thought" of which Milton speaks, and 
which, after withstanding the severest 
attacks of Time, will still survive -and 
"perish only in the general wreck of 
nature." 
"Gold of the Dead, 
Which Time does still disperse, 
But not devour." 
A. S.H . B. 
1'lukin g 1be Mo s t of' On e •s Set£ 
vVhat is it to make the most of one's 
self? Is it not to <level op all of one's 
powers in such a way as to be able to 
hon•1' and glorify God, to be useful to 
mankind, arnl at the same time to be just 
to himself? 
:Many a yonng man has the desire, and, 
if RlJent in . th e proper direction, the 
power·, to male ,;omething of himself; 
but starting in the wrong wa,y, he spends 
-his best days in merely changing from 
one occupation to another. Whatever 
is present ed to him as a lucrative business, 
that he immecliately undertakes, with-
out, for a moment, considering whether 
or not he is qualified to prosecute it 
with advantage to himsPlf and the com-
munity. It may be that one out of a 
hnndred, in this way, hits upon the 
proper employment the first time. But 
in the majority of cases the poor fellow 
finds to his Rorrow that he is not the 
proper man for the work, and has to 
give it up with a feeli~g of more or less 
1lisgraco an.cl f>hnme. Could he from the 
first experience learn the needed lesson, 
it would perhaps save him from many a 
sad failure. But not. seeing the error of 
his way, he undertakes something else 
in the same thoughtless mauner ancl is 
apt to meet the same sad experience. 
By thus trying :first one thing_ and then 
another, he may finally, with unabated 
energy, enter into that work for which 
he was inten<lecl. But the probal,ility 
is, that if he ever finds the vocation for 
which he is best fitted, it will not be 
until after he has passed the day of his 
greatest usefulness, and had his mental 
energy weakened by frequent dirnp-
pointment. Who would say that then, 
in such a condition, he is like ly to ac-
complish much ? 
Observing such failures in life leads us-
to inquire, how one can make the most of 
himself. 
Of all the problems that man has to 
solve, the most difficult and therefore 
one among the :first to which he ought 
to turn his attention is, to find tho voca-
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tion to which he is best adapted. This 
he must solve by carefully noticing and 
measuring his powers, physical, mental, 
and moral, and becoming well acquainted 
with his natural disposition and power 
of self-restraint. In order to reach a 
correct conclusion in this, as in all other 
matters, he must have due regard for 
the assistance which his Creator is ready 
and willing to give, upon the proper ap-
plication. For a man to make his ap-
plicatiori for such help effectual, he must 
abide by the precepts of God's Word. 
Of these, the one bearing m(')st directly 
· upon our subject seems to be this: "Re-
member now thy Creator in the days of 
thy youth, while the evil days come not, 
nor the years draw nigh, when thou 
shalt say, I have no pleasure in them.'' 
People speak of a man, as being called 
of God to preach the gospel, and think 
that he ought to be very careful to find 
whether or not he has the divirie ap-
proval, before he enters into so sacred 
a work. We most heartily agree -that, 
by prayer and careful study, a man 
ought to become thoroughly satisfied 
that he has been called of God to preach 
the gospel before he undertakes to do it. 
But we would ask whether or not a man 
onght to give himi.elf up to the profes-
sion of a teacher, or lawyer, or doctor, 
or merchant, or mechanic, or _farmer, or 
sailor , or any other work, until he is 
satisfied that it is the will of his Creator 
for him to Jo it. Did not God create 
each man for a pnrticular work? And, 
if he created the m::t, for the work, did 
l;e not prepare the work for the man? 
If it is trne that God has thus arranged 
all things, and surely no man, un<ler the 
light of Diviue Revelation, will Jeny 
that it is, can any one expect to rri:.ke 
the most of himself without finding the 
sphere in which he can best develop the 
faculties that have been given him? 
Having found the proper vocation, the 
·next great problem for a man to solve is 
to find how he may become most profi-
cient in that work, for which he finds 
himself naturally fitted. This he may 
solve by studying the lives of other men, 
who have followed, or are following, the 
same pursuit which he has ehosen. In 
doing this he must note their defects as 
well as their excellences, endeavoring to 
avoid the former, but to attain unto the 
latter . By grouping together the exa 
cellences of all, he must get clearly fixed 
in his mind, the model to which he wishes 
to conform -himself. In order that his 
labors in this direction ma,y b13 success-
ful, he must find in what particular he 
differs most widely from his.model, and 
then make some special efforts to de-
velop the weaker powerR. 
He will find that it is not always the 
man who has the greatest natural ability 
and the greatest advantages that is the 
most useful, honorable, and happy; and 
hence that a man's usefulness depends 
not altogether upon his natural ability 
and favorable circumstances, but to a 
great degree upon what use he makes of 
his opportunities. How often young 
men of elegant physique, with minds 
capable of being trained for great use-
fulness, and with sufficient means to sup-
port them while obtaining an education, 
spend their money iu dissipation, thus 
weakening both body and mind, instead 
of strengthening them; while others, 
with weaker bodies, less active minds, 
and little . or no financial strength, strug-
gle on, amid many difficulties, until by 
prudence ,ind perseverance they have 
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strengthened their bodies, secured an 
education, and stepped forth into the 
arena of life, under the title of self-made 
men! So, then, he who would make the 
most of himself must use and not abuse 
his favorable opportunities. Indeed, he 
must not wa.it for circumstances to make 
him, but must seek circumstances under 
which he can make himself. He must 
realize that time once lost can never be 
regained, and that an opportunity once 
past will never return. 
Then, punctuality, which holds a h1gh 
place among the virtues, must be culti-
vated. This habit is often difficult to 
form. So when dilatory propensities 
have once been subdued, they must be 
carefully kept in subjection until they 
become powfrless, and the habit be-
comes, as it were, a part of the man; 
and then he can move on with dignity 
and honor, punctually fulfilling all en-
gagements and promptly responding to 
every call of duty. 
While good habits are to be formed, 
bad ones are to be avoided. The best 
way to avoid these bad habits is to have 
all of one's time employed · in either 
physical or mental culture. Idleness is 
sure to breed wickedness. It is natural 
for the human mind to dwell upon evil 
thoughts; and unless restrained by being 
placed and held upon some worthy 
theme, it will lead us to say and do 
what we should not. May we not illus-
trate this, also, by what we constantly 
see in college life? • Those who have 
little to do spend their spare time in 
thinking and talking over some means 
of employment, and -often decide upon 
something both injurious to themselves 
and disagreeable to those about them. 
They soon become so engrossed in such 
employment, that they thus spend the 
time demanded by their studies. So we 
find, also, that if one forms the habit of 
spending his spare time in idleness or 
improper employment, he will soon be . 
thus spending that which should be spent 
in the discharge of important duties. 
In order for a man to be useful to his 
country he must be a close observer and 
thinker. He must have opinions of his 
own, and they so maturely formed that 
he cannot be "carried about with every 
wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, 
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie 
in wait to deceive." He must aim at a. 
noble end and have the energy to sur-
mount all obstacles in order to reach the 
desired goal. 
Lastly, he must have the courag131 
when duty is presented, to say "I will," 
and act it, and when temptation comes, 
to say "No" and stick to it. 
RoLYAT IcHE . 
C r a nk s . 
In glancing at the heading of this ar-
ticle, doubtless the reader will at once 
decide that he knows already what is 
going to be said, and will pass on. 
That such m:1y not be the case, the 
writer would beg leave in the beginning 
to express his utter inability, in a very 
great degree, to correctly define all the 
varied specimens of this world-wide and 
highly useful article . · 
A crank, according to our honored 
friend Worcester, is anything bent or 
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turned; a conceit in speech; something 
easily overturned. Now that this is a 
living subject, and abundantly supplied 
with living evidence,, no one will ques-
tion. All around us in this gre:1t ma-
chine-shop we see things bent, things 
conc_jited, an { things e.1sily overturned. 
In looking out for specimens of the 
first class, we notice first the cranks bent 
to turn the machinery of men's minds, to 
manufacture new ideas, to set the tongue 
in motion, and to form new thought~, 
different from those which were fash-
ioned by the machinery of the infinite 
mind, in regard to the end of time, the 
Bible, and man's evolution. The great 
difficulty with this class is that they are 
not bent enough, or else they are too 
crooked, or it may be-and we think that 
the best reason-they are not fastened 
on to the Great Power which governs 
all the rest of the machinery. 
This is a very usefu:l class of instru-
ments, however, because it destroys all 
Bible truth; in fact, it is not fettered 
by trnth of any kind much. It simply 
turns out 'ideas to snit each man's indi-
vidual occupation who uses it. It is a 
living example of the fact that this is 
an advanced· age, and develops out of 
the old religion of our fathers a religion 
of advanced thought, in which we no 
longer have the confused idea that acer-
tain man of Judea wais divine and also 
human. It does away with the old fogy 
idea that the Bible is inspired, because 
there are things in it that are always 
hindering the progress of these morlern 
cranks, and even· sometimes, when at 
rapid revolution, a strand of inspiration 
becomes entangled in the machinery, it 
so entirely demolishes the whole inven-
tion that it can never again be repla '.3ed. 
For this admirable reason this new and 
first class of cranks are wonderfully 
adapted to grind out every trace of in-
spiration from the Bible, and thus richly 
adorn it to suit the pressing needs of In-
fidelity and Rationalism. 
This instrument (because it is bent 
thus to do) admirably turns all the way 
around the great obstacle in the ma-
chinery of Nicodemus, and avoids all 
friction by rubbing against Regenera-
tion. On its first revolution, when the 
attempt was made to manufacture man, 
the machinery then being imperfect, of 
course, the result was a baboon. When 
this yet crude specimen of humanity was 
passed several times through the wheels 
of Development, turned by a few of these 
large cra,nks, he came out a fai_r sample 
of modern man. Now, at this same 
ratio of improvement, no one will for a 
single moment question that all that man 
needs to make him absolutely perfection 
is to run him through this wonderful 
machine, y a few more times. 
0, what a pity Nicodemus did not fiml 
this out without going to so much trou-
ble. and exposing his ignorance! 
This instrument is useful in another 
respect, also-viz.: it is easily changed. 
If the machinery of Religion, of Truth, 
or any part of the great machinery of 
Life, does not run right, all that is neces-
sary to be done to reverse the whole 
apparatus is simply to change the size 
and bent of the cranks, and employ one 
crooked enough to turn whatever num-
ber of wheels, and in whatever direction 
the manager may desire. And then, 
· perhaps the greatest advantage of these 
modern cranks is that when they are 
used there is no great, everlasting, all-
powerful, indispensable Generator of 
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motive power used, too, for these cranks 
themselves set in motion all the force 
needed for these modern inventions with-
out going to the extra expense and trou-
ble of relying upon one Supreme Power. 
The saving of time, means, and talent 
by employing these highly-recommended 
cranks is ample inducement, of course, 
to engage the patronage of all business, 
energetic people who would keep ahead 
of the times; and for all these, and many 
more reasons just as plausible, the writer 
feels perfectly safe in recommending this 
clasi.; of modern inventions. 
The next class is also becoming quite 
popular in these days of great achieve-
ments. This instrument is made in the 
shape of a man (though it does a vast 
deal more work than its Maker intended 
it to do). The Great Builder did not 
intend that it should be a conceited 
crank, yet it has been sc long since the 
first one was built that there have been 
marvelous improvements, which the 
Great Crank Selling Company of the 
World will tell you are very great ad-
yantages. 
The first advantage I desire to men-
tion is that there is in this nineteenth 
century such a demand for broad cul-
ture, profound learning, and unerring 
judgment that, without these conceits, 
these demands could never be supplied. 
What an untold relief it is, when some 
perplexing question of government 
arises, to have on hand a conceited crank, 
who has watched it all from the begin-
ning, predicted it even before it began, 
and can readily suggest a plan for its 
solution, without any possibility of doubt 
or hindrance! Of course everybody 
yields the point, because what he doesn't 
know about it is 11ot worth knowing, and 
it is utterly useless to spend time to hear 
~nother's suggestion, unless it coincides 
with his. Therefore, by his presence 
and wonderful knowledge and judgment, 
the matter is promptly and forever set-
tled. How often would the great cause 
of Christianity suffer were it not for 
these conceited cranks! Why, there 
would be a lamentable cry for young 
theologians, full-fledged, without enter-
ing college walls, who know enough by 
nature to preach equal to Robert Hall, 
and are gallantly following the good old 
veterans who wem from the field into 
the pulpit. 0 ! no, time is too precious 
to spend it in the study. These favored 
models of modern heroism do not need 
it; they are talented, because some kind 
stster of our dear churches says so. 0 ! 
what a blessed(?) thing to be, and have, 
conceited cranks. 
The third class is most valuable of 
any to our ·colleges and universities. It 
would, indeed, be a difficult matter to 
run college machinery without some 
principal cranks to govern the subordi-
nate or dependent cranks. These sub-
ordinate cranks are easily overturned, 
and but for these lr1,rger orn--s, whose 
business it is ( or at least they make it 
their business) to overtu'rn, or mt.her to 
turn over, the smaller ones to the 
principal department of the college 
machinery-viz., · the Faculty-there 
would be no end to the blowing of horns, 
breaking of stoves and windows, arousing 
the tired student (tired, because he has 
just run up four flights of steps and• 
jumped in bed with his boots on, to pre-
vent being caught) from his peaceful 
slumber, making the night hideous by 
the unpleasant. tolling of that sacred, and 
yet despised, instrument, called the bell; 
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creating young earthquakes in the halls, 
and altogether acting their part so per-
fectly and so effectively as to carrv the 
professors back again to those hallowed 
days when they themselves were college 
boys. 
These cranks are also useful to over-
turn all the furniture in a student's 
sanctum, and furnish the occupant with 
an excellent half-day's exercise. They 
are not only easily overturned them-
selves, but easily overturn whatever they 
come in contact with. All that is neces-
sary to keep your mind turning over 
from one subject to another for two or 
three hours at a time is to simply take 
one of these cranks into your room and 
give him a chair in which to perform• 
And then they are such a great relief 
to a poor student who is diligently pre-
paring for examination, and has his mind 
altogether on that, because they always 
introduce some interesting subject (care-
fully avoiding books and examinations), 
such as girlology, sweetheartism, and 
vacation anticipations. They are useful, 
too, because they save so much time. 
He who is so fortunate as to possess a 
crank needs not to worry over Ma&h. 
originals, and Latin and Greek exercises; 
he can simply lurn his crank into a room 
or two and allow him to overturn his 
neighbor's exercise once or twice, and in 
some mysterious way the work is almost 
miraculously done. No tim"e lost from out-
door amusements, night "calathumps," 
or morning hours for loafing, while the 
professor wonders at such marvellous 
genius of his two linguists, to write their 
exercises alike, and marks them accord-
ingly. Surely it would be a great ad-
vantage to the health and progress of 
hard-working students if our colleges 
and universities would furnish each room 
with one of these useful and time-saving 
articles. 
And now, in closing this imperfect 
recommendation of cranks, the writer 
begs leave to say that all three classes 
are not only proving to be the marvel 
of the age in the sphere of usefulness, 
but are highly ornamental. 
Whether they be used to turn the 
machinery of Evolution and Develop-
ment, to act as conceited cranks, or fill 
the two-fold position of being easily 
overturned and of easily turning over 
things, in each case they are heavily 
plated with unchanging brass, which not 
only fits them for all purposes, but ren-
ders them very conspicuot~s, and all who 
witness their operations are involunta-
rily attracted by them to such a degree 
as to unhesitatingly exclaim, " They are 
as sounding brass and tinkling cymbals." 
Hoping that this faint description will 
add to the rapid sale 6f this modern in-
vention, 
I am yours truly, 
WITNESS. 
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Bl as1;ed Hope!ii . · 
Time, in its remorseless flight, makes 
sad havoc with our treasures. It wrecks 
our dearest idols, thwarts our most 
fondly-cherished plans, and disappoints 
our highest e_x;pPctations. 
I have seen, in the early spring-time, 
a beautiful tree covered with blossoms, 
giving promise of abundant fruitage, 
but when gathering time came it was 
frnnd bearing "nothing but leaves." 
The chilling frost had done its cruel 
work, and every promising bud ·and blos-
som had been blasted. 
And so many a bright-eyed boy, who 
might have ris,m to positions of honor 
and usefulness, has yieldl=)d to th e blight-
ing influences of the tempter, and dis-
appointed in the high, he;,,ven-born 
hopes of a devoted father and loving 
mother. 
The pro 1d, happy husband, fresh from 
the mar;iage altar, looks forward .to · 
many years of delightful companionsl1ip 
with her who. is to be the sharer of all 
his plans an_d joys; hut while he plaI).S 
:md dreams, the heartless monster, Death, 
invades the sacred realm where love 
reigns supreme; the light fades from 
the holiest of altare, and his heart anq 
home are left .dark and desolate. 
The fair, blushing bride, leaning upon 
the strong . arm of the man who has 
vowed life-long ·protection and love, 
dreams of a.peaceful, prosperous home, . 
where she shall reign · a q nee~, wielding 
the golden sceptre of unselfish affection; 
but, alas! when too late, she finds that 
the object of her affections is the victim 
of a ruinous habit-the slave of drink, 
._perhaps,-and the home which her fancy 
had painted in glowing colors is forever 
darkened. Oh, the bitterness of such 
disappointment! 
How the heart sinks, as one by one 
its cherished idols are snatched away 
and its dearest hopes vanish. 
The aged man sits down amid the 
gathering shadows of life's evening, and 
as he glances backward over the years 
that have flown like swift-winged mes-
·sengers of mercy, he remembers the in-
spiring hopes that glowed in his joyous 
young heart, in the bright days of long 
!lgo .. Perhaps, of the glorious constel-
,lation that 011ce illumined his pathway, 
~ome few st;,,rB of hope have remained 
i hrough all the shadowy years, to cheer 
i1nd gnide him, but far the larger num-
;ber have gone d0wn in rayless, cheer-
:less gloom. Like morning flowers with-
ered by the scorching heat of the noon-
<;l.ay sun, his sweetest hopes have heen 
blasted by the blighting breath of earthly 
changes . Life, for him, is far less bright 
th~n it once was. 
Even the young may sometimes know 
what disappointment means. Who haR 
not been rudely awakened from the en-
chanting dreams of childhood? What 
heart does not sympathize with the 
plaintive wish· of Burns concerning tlrn 
innocent day-dreamer: 
"0, that daddy care wud let the Wean a!om·, 
Vi'i' his cast.Jes in the air 1 " 
But let us not despair, gentle reader, 
though our fondest expectatiom, often 
end in disappointment. We may yet 
find fresh flowers blooming on the graves 
of dea,d hopes. And a.mid the .glories 
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of the golden hereafter some of the there is hope. So long as the happy 
sweet hopes that we had thought were birds fill the morning air with sweetest 
lost forever may come to us again, ra- melody, and beautiful flowers, radiant 
diant and glory -crowned; for evermore with glowing colors traced by the divine 
hope rises, phamix-like, from the ashes Artist, and fragrant with the breath of 
of the dead past and the ruins of earthly Paradise, deck every hill and dale, there 
prospects. is hope. 
So long as the great heart of God , "Ah, well! for us all some sweet hope lies 
th.robs in loving sympathy with strug- Deeply buried from human eyes; 
gling humanity, there is hope·. So long And in the hereafter angels may 
as the bright stars penetrate the mid- Roll the stone from its grave away." 
night gloom with gleams of silvery light, W.B.L. 
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The Messenger wishes its many read-
ers a bright and happy New Year. We 
are a few days late, we regret to say, 
with this issue. Onr only excuse is a 
press of class work. Our intermediate 
examinations are upon us, and ou:r time 
must be devoted to them. 
Unlike many colleges, we have our 
regu!ar class work to keep up all through 
the examination season, and each ma-
triculate pledges himself to attend classes 
regularly; hence our work at this sea-
son is very difficult. 
We will endeavor, however, to keep 
the Messenger alive through it all, and 
about ·the 15th of February it will again 
visit you. 
In our next issue we promise the old 
stu<len ts and friends of our literary so-
cieties a brief sketch of "The Philolo-
gian" and "Mn Sigma Rho," from their 
organization to the present time. 
We are in receipt of communications 
from Professor R. M. Smith, of Ran-
dolph-Macon College, asking our inter-
est and co-operation in organizing unions 
among our colleges, with a view of a 
settlement-of the Virginia State debt. 
We have not had the opportunity of 
bringing the matter before the students, 
and hence what we shall have to say 
about the matter will only voice the 
sentiments of the Messenger. We regret 
that we have not the space to publish 
the correspondence between Professor 
Smith and the Virginia Committee of 
the Council of Foreign Bondholders. 
Professor Smith, after conference with 
members of his Faculty and other friends, 
has determined to organize unions among 
"college students, lawyers, and the ladies 
of Virginia, to make a :final and united 
effort to pay our State debt." In pur-
suance of this plan, on the 19th of No-
vemLer, 1888, he mailed a letter to the 
Council of Foreign Bondholders 1 stating 
the purpose of the proposed organization, 
and asking them to make us friendly 
advances, and thereby to increase the 
"zeal and friendly feeling of the people,'• 
and enable the work to be more properly 
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started. He further assured them that 
an offer from them was a necessity, be-
cause in the progress of tbe work the 
unions would always be met by two con-
siderations, which would "greatly hin-
der effective action": 
(1) "Will we have an offer from our 
creditors?" "What are we trying to 
do?;' and 
(2) "The larger and more inftuential 
organization we show the worse will be 
the ter{Ils granted us." 
The . Professo1· closed his letter with 
the following : "If possible, mak e it [ the 
offer of terms] just a little more favor-
able than the one made the State through 
your commissioners a year ago. Our 
State, as a State, deserves a great deal 
of sympathy. Make us a generous offer, 
and I hereby pledge myself' never to give 
up the cause. Many will join such a 
union. Appeal to the honor and 
Christian principles of the people. Make 
an offer to us, yet without expressing 
any criticism of the State. All things 
are possible if we only get up enthusi-
asm. Do you, gentlemen, therefore, do 
all you can to inflame it. Let there be 
nothing in your reply to cause division 
or irritation of any class, for we shall 
try to get all to unite." 
An answer from the Council of Bond-
holders assured the Professor that they 
had heard of the plan with sincere plea-
sure and interest, and that they would 
give him and his associates every sup-
port that they possibly could give. 
The Secretary of the Council wrote 
further, that-
" With regard to your various inqui-
ries, I am to state, on behalf of the Com-
. mittee, that they made a strenuous en-
deavor last year to meet . the feelings of 
the .people of Virginia on the debt ques-
tion, with every desire to arrive at area-
sonable and prac_tical issue, and they can-
not take any blame to themselves for its 
failure. The commission was of the 
highest standing, perfectly above all'sus-
picion, all personal bias, and anxious 
only to find a solution, honorable to both 
sides, of this perplexing question. With 
the same d0esire for a settlement, and with 
a view to facilitate your action in the di-
rection desired, they will be prepared to 
make, in due course, an offer to the citi-
zens of the State, in case the success of 
the movement contemplated by you 
should justify the Committee in the hope 
that such an offer would lead to a final 
settlement of the debt, and to its definite 
removal from the field of party conten-
tion between the citizens of the State. 
With reference to your appeal that such 
offer should be a little more favorable 
than the one made to the State by the 
commissione'rs sent to you in 1887, you 
will not fail to perceive that the solution 
of the question is daily becoming more 
difficult, because the volume of the debt 
is daily increasing, and has been in-
creased since 1887 by about two years 
of unpaid interest. In addition, the 
rate of interest on the to-40 bonds will 
shortly be 4 per cent. instead of 3 per 
cent." 
The Secretary further wrote that the 
bondholders would require "for any in-
creased sacrifice of their claims such in-
creased security for the remainder as, ln 
the light of their past experience, they 
may c~nsider absolutely indispensable · 
for their protection, both for the pay-
ment of the interest and the redemption 
of the principal." They further urged 
these unions to use unremitting diligence 
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in seeing that the interest of the debt 
be paid regularly, pending their action, 
in paying the principal, and snggestecl 
that this might be done by the friends 
of the movement purchasing coupons 
.and using them extensively in the pay-
ment of taxes. In conclusion, they said 
that they were ready to give practical 
proofs of their cordial sympathy with 
and appreciat-ion of this movement. 
We hnxe given above the gist of the 
correspondence, and a short acconnt of 
the plan proposed. 
We feel that after an editorial . in . the 
November issue of the Messenger, in 
which we criticised very severely some 
of our exchanges for allowing political 
matters to be discussed in their columns, 
we are due them an explanation in con-
sideration of the above. Our reasons 
for discussing the matter are as follows: 
'rhis is a question which concerns all 
political parties, whatever may be their-
positions ,upon the question. It is a 
question which concerns all honest Vir-
ginia people; and, again, this is a move-
ment with a view to removing the ques-
tion, forever, beyo~d party contention. 
With this statement, we think we are 
· entitled to a word about the matter. 
The Messenger, irrespective of all 
party political affiliations, believes with 
our honored Professor Puryear, " that a 
State that will not pay her honest debts 
has lived too long." But we are proud 
to say that we do not think this applies 
in the slightest degree to Old Virginia. 
She is willing to pay what, in her judg-
ment, she owes. Nothing more, nothing 
less. We honor our State government 
that it realizes that it has no moral 
right to squander the money of its peo-
ple in paying debts that the State does 
not owe. We believe, further, that the 
committee from the Virginia Legisla-
ture which met and conferred with the 
Commission of Foreign Bondholders in 
this city during the year 1887 was com-
posed of men as honest, as patriotic,'' as 
perfectly above suspicion, all personal 
bias, and anxious only to find a solution, 
honorable to both sides, of this perplex-
ing question," as were the gentlemen 
who composed the foreign commission. 
Evidently it was a difference in jttdg-
ment as to the amount of Virginia's real 
indebtedness which rendered it impossi-
ble for the two committees to agree. 
In view of the foregoing, and the 
great difficulty of raising so large an 
amount by private subscription, we are 
constrained to think that, while the 
movement was organized through loyalty 
and patriotism, it is destined to be a 
failure. 
We believe it impossible for the peo-
ple of any State to pay a State debt, or 
to greatly reduce one, without the aill 
of the government, and were it possible, 
we think it would be impolitic and un-
desirable. 
Should Virginia, as a State, refuse to 
pay her honest debt, even though a 
number of her peop\e should pay the 
debt by private subscription, the State 
would still be disgraced in the eyes of 
"both contemporary and future genera-
tions," and rightly so. 
But it is absurd and contradictory to 
talk about an honest people and a fraud-
ulent government. 'l'he one cannot fol-
l(')W from the other. Then let our loyal, 
patriotic citizens work unremittingly for 
the settlement of the debt, but let it, in 
all cases, be through the government; 
that our State may not be placed at a 
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disadvantage. For the honor of onr 
State government, at home and abroad, 
we will discountenance any movement 
which will bear for her her burdens, or 
take from her her just and irrevocable 
prerogatives. 
Again, it seems to us that this move-
ment must die in its infancy, because of 
the following difficulty: Professor Smith, 
in his letter, gave the bondholders clear-
ly-defined reasons why it was nece1:sary 
to have an offer from them, before the 
unions could organize, or at least before 
they could do any definite work. The 
Secretary of the Foreign Commission 
answered as follows: 
"I am to add that your reply deter-
mining the amount of money which you 
think could be made ultimately available 
for the objects of your organization 1s 
• 
absolutely necessary, before any scheme , 
could be constructed hy the Committee, 
as it wonld form the datum on which 
such a scheme could be formed." 
We cannot see how it would be possi-
ble to approximat.e an amount which 
could he raised in Virginia by private 
subscription, remembering the immense 
amount involved; and without some 
such approximation the bondholders are 
not willing to make an offer. 
We have written upon the matter in 
all seriousness, becnusP of our respect 
for the gentlemen who have organized 
the movement. 
We hope we may be pardoned for say-
ing that the impracticableness of the 
scheme inclines us to treat it as a huge 
joke, and if it were the 1st of April it 
w)uld be in place. 
LOCALS. 
Well! Well! Well! 
"Rath and cabbage!" 
for an evening dish? 
· Examinations! 
How is that 
Mr. W., just returning from a wed-
ding, is met by Mr. S., who accosts him 
thus: 
"Say, Whit, how many bridegrooms 
did they have ? " 
Curry your ponies, boys. Tra.in them 
well; for Gen. Cum will soon order his 
cavalrymen out, and every steEd will be 
pnt to the test. 
Professor to Mr. N.: "Write the 
Latin for this, sir : 
falling."' 
Mr. N. writes: 
flnnkeret." 
' He was very near 
"Minimum abfnit 
Prof. W. to Mr. S. : "Can yon see 
heat?" 
Mr. S. : "Yes, sir; it looks some-
thing like dust." 
Prof. P. to Mr. J.: "What is an ocn-
list?" 
Mr. J.: "One who believes in the 
best." 
"Rats, I'm with you." 
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Prof. P. to Mr. H. : "What language 
did the Romans speak?" 
Mr . H.: "The Chinese." 
Mr. S. declares that his uncle built 
the N atnral Bridge . 
Mr. M. to Druggist: "Say, Mr. B., 
I don't know what you call it, but I 
want one of tho~e things with whiting 
in it., what Quiz uses on his face." 
A young ministerial went out to 
preach, anrl after preaching a very 
flowery sermon an old brother said to 
him: " Y onng man, pl nck a few feathers 
out of the w:ngs of your imagination 
and stick them in the tail of your judg-
ment, and you will get along better.'' 
For further information call on Mr . Q. 
Mr . L. , studying heterogeneous Latin 
nouns, says : "I can't pronounce that 
long name, but I know that he is some 
kin to Orgetorix." 
Mr. S. : "Our Society says that one 
dollar per month shall he devoted to de-
freight t he expenses of the Hall Mrnrn.-
ger ." 
Mr. B., looking over German book, 
says: "This is the mixed-uped-est Ger-
man I ever saw." 
Prof . P., who had been carefully ex-
plaining the nature of Eremaeausis to 
his class: "Well, Mr. K., what does 
oxygen do with houses? Ain't they 
burned down?" 
Mr. K. : "No, sir; some of them rot 
down." 
ProfesRor: "What do you think of 
that, sir? " 
Mr. Z. : "I think, sir, that you have 
proYen it to my entire sanctification." 
Ye Sweete Miss: "Srty, do yon know 
that fellow at college that weftrs a sar-
castic smile and his hair pompadoured 
a,bout two .reet high?" 
" Yes, Miss, he is 'our great and 
living only' wonder from Zulnlancl." 
Mr. N.: "That girl I took home was 
11gly, but, golly! she is smart." 
Strange how people will admire their 
opposites. 
We intend this for a compliment, 
"young felle1·." 
Mr. B.: "I'm so rnrry Miss N--
can't be here to-night. Poor girl! She 
sprained her wrist, an<l harl to send for 
the dentist to set it.." 
Another one of Ye Sweete Misses: , 
,, I'd never in the worlcl thought that 
Jfr. Schoosenberry was . a ministerial stu-
dent." 
Mr. II. : " Is Richmoncl really on the 
Jn,mes river?" 
We shouldn't be surprir.,ed if it 1s, 
young feller. 
Mr . F., contemplating his love affairs, 
exclaimed: "0 ! that I coulcl see my 
mama; she'd tell me what to do." 
Prof. T. to Mr. H. : "What are the 
products of resthetic imagination?" 
Mr. H. : "Well, I suppo>'e you might 
sav Jon' for one." 
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Mr. E. F., upon being askecl to pour 
out a glass of water, remarked: " My 
arm is so tired from taking that large 
girl home from church that I'm nnable 
to use it." 
Prof. P. (in chemistry clasR): "When 
I say protanto, what do I mean?" 
Mr. H.: "Dead, sir." Smart boy . ('?) 
Mr. B,. : "Professor, dirl yon know 
that the bell have rang?" 
Prof. T., ques1ioning Mr. Q. : "Well, 
• sir, natural laws of what, sir?" 
Mr. Q.,: "Na,tnral laws of 11ature, 
sir." 
Mr. D. (in Junior II. Latin): "I won-
der if I will have to span this line? " 
Our Would-be D. D.: "Well, as 
Orpheus has laid her leaden fingers upon 
my eyes, I think I will retire ." 
"Chippy;" old boy, yon will have to 
study afew more myth. before you get 
there . 
Prof. P. to Mr. W . : "What is the art 
of builrling called?" 
"Mr. W.: "Sculpturing." 
Mr. S. (in Philologian Society): "If 
you abolish this free-Rchool system, it 
will be like Hotel de Von-a t:1ing of 
the past." 
Mr. J. has no use for a blower. He 
simply places his foot on the grate. 
Mr. H. caii't understand why we have 
forefathers. He insists that l1 e has only 
one. 
Mr. R., upon being asked about chemi-
cal compounds, illustrated the change 
of nature of the elements by saying: 
"Oxygen is the most brilliant supporter 
of combustion, and hydrogen is the most 
combustible of all bodies; but the two 
together form water, the gre<1,t distin-
guisher of combustion." 
The silence of the midnight hour has 
of late been often broken by the whines 
a.nd mews of a certain alphabetic cat, 
who is well known to us all by his pecu-
liar name.. Oft-times has he kindled 
the wrath of the quiet, hard-working 
Ktudents, and more than once has o·ur 
bearded man threatened to land this 
peculiar cat into the depths of oLlivion, 
but he turneth a deaf ear to all the 
earnest entreaties of his neighbors, and 
still whineth the whine of ;;1, cat. 
Lo! the days of miracles are not yet 
past, for, as the new year dawneth upon 
us, our peculia1· cat (mirabile dictn) 
turneth to a skunk . 
A few days ago Mr. M. received the 
following note from his girl : 
"Mr. M-- : 
" Mama says she peeped through the 
window last night and saw what was 
gorng on. .She therefore thinks it best 
for :von to discontinue your visits. 
" Very respectfoll_v, 
"Miss M ." 
Mr. P., while promenading in the 
Library with his best girl, says to her: 
" Here is our Greek Goddess." 
Mr. S. says he has graduated in Hyp-
popotamu8 Rhetoric. 
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Litt le B. : "Ain't I my aunt's niece?" 
Mr. H. : " Mr. President, has the bal-
lot closed ? " 
"Loud blew the horn in m~dnight hour, 
Aloud the bell did ring; 
Across the floor, through the open door, 
'Dat skunkum,' frightened, sprang. 
"It awoke Ufl with its horrid din; 
Quick rushed we forth, I trow; 
To search for the boy who rang that 
bell. 
Alas! where is he 110w?" 
"A person who is continually brng-
ging about his dcscen<lants hafl, in my 
estimation, indeed descended."- Dr. 
Landrum . 
Mr . J. says he alwayR take" a bath 
once a month, whether he neo<ls it, or 
not. 
"Public opinion is usually expressed 
by those who have the greatest mouth 
and the least brains." - Dr . Landrum. 
Our friend Robert Harris, who has 
been so long connected with the College, 
had his dignity very much offended by 
Mr. H. going up to him and inquring if 
he was the "snoe fixer." 
!' Waste neither time nor money, but 
make the best use of both." - Fnrnklin. 
~r. H. (a clever la<l from the conn try), 
upon going down Franklm street, no_ 
ticed a very fine stable, and innocently 
inquired : " What church is that?" 
"Yon kissed me at the gate last night, 
And mother heard the smack; 
She says its naughty to do so, 
So please to take it back." 
I took it back, and then she said: 
" Yon rogue, you stole another; 
Please take it back." I did, and then 
I 'kissed her for her mother. 
Mr . H. : "I tell you, boys, I may 
flunk in my chss, but just put me on a 
platform, or by the side of a pretty girl, 
and I get there." 
Notice! 
As I am about to retire from the ac-
tive Ln,tin business, I hereby advertise 
my ent.ire stock, fixtnre, and good-will 
for sale- especially the goo<l-will. Also, 
one first-class thorough-bred "pony." 
His sire was Hart and his <lam was 
Osborn. He has a record of 200 lines 
an hour. 
For further informr~tion apply to 
Cottage No. 36. 
Lawn-tennis, foot-ball, croquet, and 
"pony riding" are the principaJ athletic 
sports now indulged in. 
A short while ago the conductor on 
one of the electric cars was di:;charged . 
Soon after he was standing on a car in 
company with the conductor, when the 
wire overhead fell and killed the latter . 
"Why did the discharg ed man escape?" 
" Because he was a non-conductor." 
A young lady down town wants to 
know if the College furnishes "ponies" 
free of charge for the students to ride 
around the campus on. 
l 
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The Foot-Ball Player. 
"My nother ear wa:s neatly nipped , 
My collar-bone was broken, 
My shouldeJr from its Rocket slippeJ, 
My larynx bruised and broken; 
I left five teeth and smash ed my nose, 
My left leg's very lame, 
But all the same we thrashed our foe;,; 
It was a dandy game." 
Yo recital of ye trials and ye tribula-
tiui: .s of ye Local Editor seemetl1 to 
amuse ye . common rabble, but verily it 
awaketh no re::iponse of enjoyment in ye 
hearte of ye Local Editor. His trouble 
increaseth and multiplyeth as ye days 
go bye. He walketh down ye street 
with a bundle of ye exchauges, and ye 
smalle boy taketh him for ye bill-poster. 
He taketh ye very particular pains in 
writing ye locals, and lo! when ye proof 
cometh back from ye printer he seeth 
that ye printer also conspireth against 
him, and maketh ye Local Editor to ap-
pear to say things he never rlreameth of. 
Th en ye bnsiness manager, in order to 
expedite matters, attemptetl1 to correct 
ye proof, and verily ·he maketh it. worse 
than ye printer. Ye Local Editor, being 
ye goodly man, uttereth not a word of 
complaint, but looketh forward with 
much pleasure to ye day when he c,111 
lay aside ye pontifical robes of ye office. 
Ye Local Editor ha\·ing ye class of con-
victs at · ye Penitentiary, npon ye Sah-
bath day he locketh hi,, Joor and goeth 
over to 'teach ye convicts, and when he 
getteth · back he findeth two William 
goats i.n his room, and his room srnelleth 
ye smell of ye Araby the blest (?). Per-
mit ye Local Erlitor to say to ye mis-
creants who putteth ye goats into hi:-; 
sanctum, that he hath not a word of cen-
snre for them; yea! his heart feeleth 
sarl for them, for verily their days of 
ple,tsnre are few. Any man that spend-
eth ye Sabbath day in con<.:octing ye 
plans to annoy ye poor but deserving 
student hath but ye alternatives ·ye gal-
lows or ye penitentiary. To pull ye stu-
dent's too is an outrage npon ye civili-
, za,tion ; to try him is ye atrocious crime; 
to report him to ye Faculty is almost 
parricide; but to injure his Penates-
w hat shall I call it ? Ye Local Edi tor 
shall cont.inue his work at ye Peniten-
tiary; verily! he goeth to prepare a 
place for ye practical joke-playing stu-
uent, that where he is, there ye may be 
also. 
A 'POSSUM: HUNT. 
Tho nox waf:i lit hy lnx of luna; 
An<l 'twas nox most opportuna 
To catch a 'possum or a coona; 
For nix was scattered o'er this mnndus, 
A shallow nix, et non profundus. 
On such a nox, with canis unis, 
Two boys went out to hunt for co:::mis. 
U nis can is, dno puer. 
Nunqnam braver, nunquam truer, 
Quam hoc trio, unquam fuit . 
If there was, I never knew it.. 
The corpus of this bonus canis 
Was full as long as octo span is; 
But Lrevior legs had canis never 
Quam had hie dog, et bonus clever. 
~ome used to say in stultum jocum 
Quocl a, field was too small locum 
For such a do,g to make a tnrnus, 
Circum self from stem to stern us. 
'l'his bonus dog had one bad habit, 
Amahat much to tree a rahbit, 
Amabat plns to chase a cattus, 
Amabat bene Lo tree a rattus. 
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But on this nixy moonlight night 
This old canis did just right. 
N unq uam chased a starving r attus, 
Nnnquam treed a starving cattus, 
But circuerit , on, intentus, 
On the track, and on the seen tus, 
Until he tried a 'possum strongum 
In a hollow trnnknm longum. 
Loud he barked in harrid bcllnm, 
Seemed on terra venit bellutfi. 
Quicklv rnn the duo puer, 
Mon, of 'po.4sum to secure . 
Qnaru Yenerit, one began 
'ro- chop away like quisque man. 
Soon the axe went through the trunk um, 
Soon he hit it all kerchunkum. 
Combat deepens, on ye braves! 
Canis, pueri et staves. 
As his powers non longius tany, 
'Possum potest non pugnare. 
On the nix his Lorly lyeth, 
Down to Hades his spirit fiyeth. 
Joyful pueri, canis unus 
Think him dead as any stonus. 
* * * * * * 
When nox gives way toluxof morning, 
Albam terrn,m much adorning, 
Up they jump to see the varmin, 
Of the which this is the carmen . 
Lo! 'possum est resurrectnm 
Ecce pueri dejectum ! 
Cruel 'possum! best1a vilest! 
How the pneros thou beguilest: 
Pueri think non plus of Oresar. 
Go ad Orcum Shalmaneser. 
Take your lau1;els, cum the honor, 
Since ista 'poc;sum is a gouer ! 
·,, [l 
foNOTUS. 
The public debate of the Mu Sigma 
Rho Society will take place on the eve-
ning of the 8th of March, 1889. The 
following gentlemen are elected to con-
duct the exArciseR of the evening: Mr. 
M. W. Thomas, reculer; Mr. C. W. 
Trainham, declaimer. Deb,iters: Messrn. 
E. W. Greaner, R. L. Motley, A. S. H. 
* * * * * * Brjsto,v, .J. W. Whitehead. 
Now they f<eek their pater's clorno, 
Feeling prnurl af< any homo, 
Knowing, certe, they will blol:'som 
Into heroes when with 'possum 
They arrive, narrabant story, 
Plenns bloorl, et plelllor glory . 
Pompey, David, Samson, Cre;:;ar, 
Cyrus, Blackhawk, Shalmaneser, 
Tell me where est now the gloria? 
Where the l10nors of Victoria'? 
Quum ad dornum narrent story, 
Plenrn, sang uine, tragic, gory. 
Pater praiseth, .likewise mater. 
Wonders greatly younger frater. 
'Possum leave they on the mnndus, 
Go themselves to sleep profundus. 
Somurent 'possums slain in battle; 
Strong as Ursm, large as cattle . 
On lhc first FriJay night in .January 
the election of officers wa;.; held in the 
literary societief:. The following arc the 
officers for the ensuing term : • 
Philologian-President,W. E. Farrar; 
Vice-President, 0. T. Taylor; Recor<l-
ing Secretary, Willie Smith; Corre-
sponding Secretary, E. M. Whitlock ·; 
Treasurer, R. M. Penick; Critic, C. T. 
Kincannon; Censor, ,J. R. Brown; Ser-
geant-at-Arms, W. M.' Jones; Hall 
Managers, H. H. Street and J.E. Hutch-. 
inson; Monthly Orator, M . .J. Hoover; 
Final Orator, 0. L. Laws. 
1-.Iu Sigma Rho-President, W. 0. 
Carver; Vice-President, H. T. Louthan; 
Recording Secretary, H. 0. Wic~R; 
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Corresponding Secretary, H. A. Tatum; 
Trmumrer, R. E. Chambers; Critic, C. 
W. Trainham; Censor, J.E. N oftsinger; 
Sergeant-at-Arms, F. C . .JohnRon; Hall 
:Mn.nagcr, T. W. Dew; Monthly Orator, 
J. A. Broaddus; Final Ora.tor, R. L. 
Motley. 
At the regular business meeting of 
our College Y. M. C. A., held Saturday 
night, January 5th, the following officers 
were elected: President, H. H. Street; 
Vice-President , R. L. Gay; Recording 
Secretary, J. R. Bagby; Trea,;urer, w. 
R. Keefe. 
The President of the Y. M. 0. A. has 
appointed the following committeeR for 
the ensuing term: 
Committee on Membership-R. E. 
Chamber,-;, C. B. Fox, E. P. Wright. 
Committee on Missionary Work-W. 
C . .James, W. B. McGarity, R. M. 
Penick. 
Devotional Committee-W. L. Haye:.,, 
0. T. Kincanon, M. W. Thomas. 
Committee on General Rt>ligioL1,.; 
Work-F. C. JohnRon, J. W. P. Harris , 
,I. H. Franklin. 
The following gentlemen constitute 
the Final C,)mmittee: 
Philologian-H. N. Quisenlierrv, Vir-
ginia; W. C. James, Texas; J.M. Bur-
nett, Tennessee; H. F. Williams, Vir-
ginia; R. M. Penick, Louisiana; · J. E. 
Hutchinson, West V'irginia. 
Mu Sigma Rho-J. R. Bag1y, Jr. , 
Virginia (chairman); J. N. Joh1rnon, 
Virgini,L·; .J. 'ff Franklin , Virginia; R. 
E. Chambers, Maryland; J.M. Wilbur, 
South C.Lrolina; D. H. Johnston, West 
Vi'rginia. 
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
No. 2. 
The present , is pre-emii1ently a day of 
action. The maelstrom of business re-
quires men of R-ction. It may be they 
will act thoughtlessly, but they must act. · 
The day of quiet meditation and inter-
spection seems past for all but t.he re-
cluse and the hermit. Men must needs 
think faster than formerly. The danger 
here 1s two-fold. 
First, that we will 11.ot hink for our-
selves at all. Ideas and opinions are 
accepted at second-hand, and inq niry is 
made neither of the basis upon which 
they rest nor of the processes hy which 
they were reached. Results only are 
asked for. Details are deemed hurckn-
some and unnecessary. 
Second, that our judgments will 1,e 
erroneous. Prejudice is ever ready to 
enter at the door of intuitive jurlgment. 
If it is human to err in judgments con-
cerning others, this is especially true as 
regards ourselves. We <leceive our-
selves twice where we deceive other men 
once. It was a favorite fal1l:y of ancient 
satirists that Jove gave lo every one 
two wallets; one, placed on his back, 
contained his own faults; the other, 
hung before his face, wa;; filled with 
those of his neighbors. False estimates 
of onr fellows will often be attended with 
evil con seq uenceR to ourselves and othcrR, 
lmt a misconception of our own worth 
will prove ruinous and fatal. 
KIAH PLAYFAIR. 
The annual public debate of the Phi• 
lologian Literary Society took place on 
the night of the 14th of December in 
the Main Hall of the College. The spa-
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cious room, as is common on ;:,uch occa-
sions, was filled to overflowing with 
Richmond's most intelligent ladies and 
gentlemen. How could it have been 
otherwise, w!1cn every youth's heart was 
pulsating with joy at the thought of 
sharing such a pleasR,nt occasion with 
his best girl? A1td even fair _Lnnrr lent 
her enchanting presence to the young 
as they walked and talked of happier 
davs :vet in store for them('?). 
It is needless to say that the preRence 
of such an andience is always highly 
gratifying to the stnclents and greatly 
a,ppreciated by them. The rostrum was 
quite tastefully ~ecorated with flowers, 
and near by werr Reated the Mozart 
Amateur Orchestra, who l1ad been se-
cured to render the music for the occa-
swn. 
The Committee on Arrangements de-
serve much credit for the taste which 
they diRplayed in performing the cluty 
a,isigne<l them. 
The exerci1:,es were opened with prnyer 
by Rev. W. W. Landrum, D. D., in 
which he earneF<tl_vimplored ,livine bless-
ings, not only upon the exerciRes of the 
evening, but upon the Society in all its 
relations. 
The Presidrnt, Mr. 0. T. Kincanon, 
of rrennessee, then made the welcome 
address in his happy Rtylr. He then 
introduced the <leclaimer, Mr. E. G. 
Trumbo, of Virginia. His subject was, 
"Emmett's Defence ," which he ren-
llered in a very good manner. 
Ml'. E. 0. Garrett, of Virginia, waR 
introduced as rea,cler of the evening. 
He had selected a, very humorous piece, 
entitled" Spring House-Cleaning," which 
he read with entire satisfaction and plea-
P.ure to all. 
Next came the debate-" Resolved, 
That the Nation's Prosperity Demand:,; 
the Disfranchisement of the Negro.'' 
Mr. H. W. Jones, of Virginia, was the 
firRt on the affirmative. He came for-
ward with his usual dignity, and with 
his eloquence produced quite a flowery 
and impressive speech. Although it was 
a very good one and was loudly ap-
plauded, yet had he omitted a bit of col-
lege slang his Rpeech would have been 
more acceptable. 
The first on the negative wa,s Mr. 
0. L. Law", of Virginia,, who appeared 
with the air of one who feel,; that he has 
the best of his opponents, anfl ifl in every 
way equal to the occasion. His was 
more than an aYerage speech on such 
occasions. And while it was not decked 
with flowers nor sprinkled \Yith star-
clust, we must confess that he procluced 
the soundest argument 011 the debate. 
Mr. A .. J. Ram,;ey, of Virginia, then 
marle the closing speech on the affirma-
tive. He came upon the rostrum in his 
gracefnl style, which in itself promisP.d 
a treat to the audience. He handled 
the ::mbject with that east-' which charac-
terizes a free and eas.v speaker. It 
1:,houlcl be gratifying to him to know that 
his RpPech was very entertaining ancl 
was complimented by many. 
The closing speech of the debate was 
made by Mr. H. N. Quisenberry, of 
Virginia, laRt on the negative. All 
,twa,itell his speech with pleasure, ex-
pecting that they would be borne by 
rhetorical flights of imagina.tion through 
infinite space, and have their souls filled 
with bea,utiep, conceived of only hy the 
few. He did not present himself in the 
most graceful manner, and yet he was 
not at a lo,;p, for something to say, and 
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m every way proved himself equal to 
the 9ccasion. 
It is to be regretted that this speaker 
also indulged too freely in college slang, 
but we can assure those who were present 
that neither of the speakers meant what 
jJieir language would naturally convey-
No vote, of course , was taken, and it 
\;as for the audience to decide whether 
or not the right of suffrage should be 
wi~bheld from the sons of Ham. All of 
t,hose engaged in the exerciseP-apµea.red 
in full evening dress. 
- ·- . ~ 
The President closed the exerciRes by 
a~rnounci ng that the Jeter Memorial 
]{all would be opened for promenading, 
which offered the last, but not the least, 
enjoyment of the evening. Quite a num-
ber of ladies and gentlemen availed 
themi,elves of the opportunity, arid re-
main ed in the hall for :some tim e. Upon 
the whole, the exercises of the evening 
were conducted with much credit to the 
Society. 
One thing, however, greatly marred 
the pleasantness of the occasion. It is 
to be much regretted that· some' of our 
students seemed to forget the · Tespect 
and courtesy that they, as gentlemen, 
always owe to visitors to our College.. 
The noise raised in the entrance was 
very embarrassing to the ladies, who 
were compelled to pass between two lines 
of boys, yelling such expressions as 
these: "Check your baggage! " " Hot 
Coney Island sausage!" "This way to 
the American Honse," &c. W c know 
this was done in a spirit of thoughtle;;f'-
ness, and we sincerely hope that no Rich-
mond College student will so fas forget 
himself a8 to ever again become a par-
ticipant in so 1lngentlemanly an act. 
PERSONALS . 
R. A. Tucker, '84-'85, has charge of 
the Baptist ehurch at Clifton Forge, 
V1t. Be expects .to return to the South-
ern Baptist Theological Seminary next 
ReSSlOn. 
At Non\ 1Dod, Va., Deeember 19, 1888, 
George B. Taylor, Jr., B. A. of '81, now 
of Chapel Hill , N. C., and Miss Jessie 
Cabell were united in marriage. 
Rev. Jam1·s M. Coleman, '84- '85, was 
married on December 20, 18K8; at the 
Fourth Presbyteria .n ehurch, in thiR city, 
to Miss Maggie B . .T ohnston. 
While there has been rejoicing in so 
many homes during the past few weeks, 
a blaek cloud ofsorrow has Rhronded in 
gloom the home of one of Virginia's 
most rf'speeted ci tizenR. .T ndge Gunter, 
.of Accomac eounty, has beel'1. called upon 
to pnt another noble son beneatlt the 
sod-Wm. Frederick Gunter. 
Fred. was for a number of yearR a 
student of the College. He waf' diligent 
in his stndie?, and was mnch beloved by 
both faculty and students . He received 
his M. A. diplomR, in June, '85, being 
the only M. A. of that session . Since 
that time he had read law, :1nd been 
R,dmitted to the bar. At the time of his 
death he wa,c, practicing law at Aecomac 
Conrtho 1se. We tender our sincere 
sympathy to the bereaved family . 
T. J. Shipman, '83-'c4, is pastor of 
churches at Carrollton and Sanden'!, Ky. 
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Rev. W.W. Rey~ol<ls, '85-'86, begin,-; 
the new year auspiciously . On the 1st 
of Jannary, at 6 P. M., at the Twenty-
second an<l Walnut-Street church, Lou-
. -• l . 
isville, Ky., he was united in marriage 
to Miss Alice ·Belle Davidson.-ReLi-
giou8 Herald. 
Dr. J. W. CarLer, who delivered the 
se:r·mon at our last Commencement, has 
removed from Parkerr-burg, W. Va., to 
Rileigh, N. C., whither he has been 
called to the paRtorate of the First Ba~-
ti8t church. 
Quite a rich joke is told on T. R. 
Corr, M. A. of '87. It is said that upon 
being called to the Seminary 'phone to 
Rpeak: to his girl, he first went to a 
mirror and carefnll_v brushed his hair. 
Besides the marriages noticed above, 
we are also called upon to mention two 
others-that of Reanmer 0. Stearns, 
M. A. of '87, who iR now teaching in 
the Alleghany Institute; ancl that of 
W. C. Robinson, alRo a M. A. of '87 , 
who iR te,iching at Moore'R Academy, in 
Chesterfield. WA tender our congrn,tu-
lations to all of these contracting partieR. 
"The Publication Soeietv has illvited 
Prof. H. H. HarriR to take charge of 
the Lesson Notes in The Baptist 1<mcnet, 
and to make the Advanced Quarterly 
for 1890, and he has accepted the invi-
tation. ThiR seem,; to us to be emi-
nently wise in every way.· Anvbo<ly 
who has ha.cl the privilege of Rtudying 
unner the wise direction of Prof. Harris 
knows that he is a born teacher; that 
his analyti _c mind, his unsurpassed power 
to simplify the truth, make it an un-
ceasing delight to be h\8 pupil. For 
many ye11rR he has been a Sunday-Sf'.hool 
t0acher; hut in 1890 he will teach un 
immense Bible clas;,. The Teacha, we 
know, circulate,-, widely, and the AJ-
1;aneed Quarterly has a circulation of 
430,000. Consirlerably over half a mil-
lion of people, of all ages and grades of 
cnlturn, will sit at his feet in 1890. 1\Iay 
Gocl richly endow him with physical 
Rlrength for his great work! ''-Rl'li-
giou8 Herald. 
W. E. Robertson, '87- '88, now at-
tending the Universit_v of Virginia, ha.• 
accepted a eall to Or,rngo OonrthonRe, 
,~a. 
Eldridge B. Hatcher, M. A. of '8Ci, 
h:is been callerl to the pastomte of three 
churches in Chesterfielll eonnty. He 
has accerted, aml has already entered 
npon his uew work. We wiRh him much 
~nccess . 
.T. Newton ("Ducle") .Tohn::ion wishes 
hiR many lady frien<ls to know that he. 
has withdrawn all of his attentions from 
t.he fair sex, and that he expects, hence-
forth, to li\·e the life of a, hE>rmit, de-
voting all of his time to his 8tudie-~. 
Plea8e note .1 
· __ .- • BRARYI 
DNJVERSJTY OF RICHMOND 
~nar:!.I 
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EXCHANGES . 
We are glad to welcome the TenneRsee 
University Student. It prese11ts a neat 
and attractive exterior,a respect in which 
many of our exchanges are sadly Je-
ficient. Upon looking within, th e firRt 
features that we notice are its exc·ellent 
paper and type, together with the _ neat 
armngement of it,; mat tel'. 'l'he Ii terary 
department .contains ::;e,·eral ver_v read-
able articl0s, of which w0 note the on0 
by "Esau" aR heing well written for an 
article of its kind. The local depart-
ment iH admirably sustained. Maiiy of 
it8 items are quite intereRting and ,,mus-
ing, and we nr0 glad to notice the eo11-
,:picuons absence of the slang phraHe/:\ 
onlinarily fonnd in this rlepartment of 
our college rnagazin08. In a word, we 
congratulate itR e<litor8 npon their first 
issue , believing that, if the Student at-
tains to tli0 ('areer that is promiRerl for it 
in its firfJt number, it will soon he thr 
equal of .:tny college paper in the South. 
In our firnt is,me (N O\'f'm ber) wr: 
·spoke in complinwntary termR of tho 
Niagara Incl!:'x. Since tha,t tirr:e the 
Index ha,; either obtained a new ex-
change man, or the old one has swallowecl 
8omething that has disap:reecl with him. · 
Howev<'r that ma_v \,0, one thing i<eems 
very palpable-tlw pre;.;ent e\_diang<> 
erlitor is to Ge greatly pitied a,; a, hope-
le.~fl victim of dyspepsia. 
In the is,me of Decemher 15, 1888, he 
begins with thefle wordi<: "We wish to 
all onr exchange,; a merry Christmas. 
*1 * * * No doubt niost of our ex-
eds. will lay aside the quill for a, week 
or two an<1 Reek 1•0,;t :rnd r0laxation in 
th0 company of friend,; and relatives at 
home. Manv of them need it. If a few 
days ' v·acat.ion will enable them to write 
more common sense, less nonsense, and 
better criticisms than they have been 
giving us lately , let them take it by all 
means. " 
We are .of opinion tha,t.the Tndex would 
1fot only infinitaly benefit itself, but 
wou lr1 confer a. never-to-be- forgotten fa-
rnr upon those who have to read it, IJy 
granting it8 exchange man an ind~finite _ 
leave of absence; and we would glarlly 
head a Rubscription list to enable this 
young wiseacre to spend his vacation 
among the jungles of India. 
In this issue he pa_vs his respects to 
eiglit ex.changes, and yet the only com-
plimentary remarlrn that we have been 
ahle to find. are these : "The cover of 
yonr paper ha8 a very neat appearance, 
but that will Rtand ,1, little paring down 
too ; " arnl, to another paper; "Your first 
issue is a good attempt, and gives promise 
of Romething better in months to come.· 
Let ur,; notice one of his so-called criti-
c1sm8: 
" The ex. man of the Simpsonian is 
hellowing yet. This time he presumes 
to institute a comparison ·heLween the 
liter,1ry department of his paper and 
that of the Inde.x. His presumption iR 
<>xceedingly great. Suppose we <:ome 
down to particulars. Let us look ::tt 
f<Ome of the essays contained in the 
literary department of the Simpsonian." 
Then he q uote8 some figures of speech 
which arc nndoubtedly correct, and tries 
to be very funny in criticising them. For 
example: " Finally we read that ' the 
hanrls of rharit:v dug his (Golr\smith's) 
. 
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grave . !' Poor Goklsmith ! he cannot be 
buried very qeep. '' 
In Rpeaking of the exchange editor of the 
Swarthm01·e Phrenix, who has handled 
him quite severely, this exchange sore-
heacl uses language that decency pre-
vents us from qnoting-language whi<"h 
no man would belittle himeelfsufficiently 
to uRe; and this, too,. notwithstanding 
the fact that in the next number , 0 · ,th!.} 
Index he claims to he "a gallant ancl ~-
gentleman," while another exchange edi-
tor is "a love-struck, ha)-seecl durle," 
and goes "into disgusting ecstacies over 
a piece of calico." 
In _the last named issue this preRmnp-
tuous blackgnard, while he as:-1erts that 
othei-s display "an egotism which iR 
a plalle aR to uRe disreRpectful and even 
indecent language, wl1ene,·er their paper 
receives an _ unfa.,·ora hie criticism, the 
Rooner they are deposed and banisher], 
or their paper discontinued, the better 
fo1; tbem ftnd the community at large. 
If the Index should come to us once 
with one entirely favorable criticism, we 
conlcl not, for !ack of mea1is, "inclose 
the whole in a jeweled frame and hang 
it up in our office as a eontinual remind-
er " of the fac:t; hnt we would do t,he 
l,eRt that \\'e conld, 11nd carefully con-
Rign i L to the moRt prominent place in 
our Coll'ege Museum, as a greater won-
der than the great cataract from which 
the Inde:i.: derives its name. · 
truly astouncling," gives unmistakable We are indebted to the exchange edi-
evidence that the epithets which he so tor of the Hampden Sidney Magazine 
lavish1_v heaps npon otlwrR, 11:-1 well a:-1 f'or the following: 
the one by which we designate him, hut "The Richmond Cotlcgc 1Wes8enge1· 
mildly ,:;et forth his real charnctt'r. comes tons for NO\·ember with itR well-
Thus thiR mode8t [Jallant speaks of the known cover, which iH neat and modei-t 
ladies: in color, anJ well cx:presse::i the charac-
ter of the prod uction--=-ueatne;;R arn l 
"Those giddy girls of the 'Luther- crtrc, ,vithout undue display.· The arti-
ville .Seminarian' are darting their de on 'Ficlclity to Truth' is, perhaps, 
shafts at us again. Of courRe they are rather too theological in its tone, but 
too coy ancl circumspect to come out exhibits thought, and, whi1t is too often 
very openly. vVe may as well tell the unuRnal in college essayR, time. 
girlR :firRt as laRt that all the encbanti ng "The Jfeseenqer hnR one or the moRt 
artificeR at their command can ham no · 1' attractive loca 'columns whieh comeR to 
effect npon the poor old Rolitary of the our talJlo, and it i., gratifying to know 
Inde.r." that some thing;; worth repeating are 
As if he, thought the girls were trying uttered bv each successi,·o generation of 
to captiv(1,te such a Rhriveled old bachc- young asiiira ,utfi for college '-ho11orR. 
lor as he. " Ir · there i. one critic ism to 1\"hid1 
In another paragral)h, whilO' si)eakin~ .· tile Jlcs8Plige,· lays itself open, it iH thiR: 
L I\1o,;t of the al'ticies in the literarv de-
of the cover of an e4clinnge, . he ,vriteR: •partme_ut 1tre too short for a paper o"thPr~ 
"The. a,rtistic work of 1fiRs IL.rt has · wi,;e so· well prm-icled for aR the Jfe.~-~en-
made a deep . impression upon the mind ge,·. We are sorry, Bro. Exchange, that 
of the indomitable and unconquerable in- there were no notices of the magazines 
dividual who rnns the exchange colnmn received before our laRt issue. It shall 
of the Index." not occur again, and we are glad to see 
When editors have to stoop lo so low that the kindly Rpirit of true charity 
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seems to guide the pen of him who pre-
side1, over the exchange department ; a 
spirit which has been conspicuous for 
its absence in former years." 
The Pisk Herntd publi~heR an artiele 
entitled " ExtremcR and Extremi,sts," 
which covers tl1e whole space allotted 
to the literary department, with the ex-
ception of one page. We would like to 
notice at some le11gth that portion of 
the artide which pertains to John Brown, 
but time and space forbid onr doing so 
in thiR i,ssue. While speaking of the 
Hewld, we may say that itR typograph-
ieal execution might be greatly improved. 
---------
SC IENCE N OTES . 
THE ECLIPSE OF THE SUN, JANUARY 1. 
The weather conditions for makii1g good 
observations seem to have been almost 
perfect along the line of the total eclipse 
of the sun, through northern California 
and Nevada obliquely up through Mllni-
Loba, on the first day of the year. Ex-
tensive preparations had been made for 
thiR work, and a g1·eat nurnher of good 
photographs of the sun's corona lrnve 
been obtained. Prof. Pinkerton, chief 
r1f the eclipRe expedit .ion which had been 
Rent out by Harvard College, telegraph~ 
that their apparatus worked finely, that 
the corona exhibited great details in itR 
filaments, and that between fifty and 
Rixty photographic negatives were ob-
tained with their telescopes and Rpedro-
s(.;opes, eight negatives of tho corona 
being with the grrnt thirteen-inch re-
fracting telescope. It is said that a 
striking characteristic of the corona was 
two forked wings of light polar rayR, well 
defined . Seven photometric ohservation1-; 
were made of the light of the corona 
during a duration of totality of 118 
seconds, the drawings showing that the 
corona extended outward from the snn 
two millions of mileR.-8eientific Ame1·i-
can. 
CURIOSITIES OF THE PHONOGRAPH.-
Subscribers to whom are rented ma-
chines can have left at their door every 
morning the waxy tablets known as pho-
nograms, which can be wrapped about 
a cylinder and m,ed in the phonograph_ 
On these tablets will be impresse<l 
from the clear mice of a good talker a 
l:Onclensation of the best news of the 
day, which the :-;ul,scribers can have 
talked back at them as they 1-;it at their 
1,reakfost table. 
VocA.L Musrc As A PREVENTIVE OF 
PHTHISIS.-A ,;uggestive paper by Dr . 
C. E. Busey, of L:vnchburg, was lately 
read before the Medical Society of Vir-
g1ma. He stated ai-l a well-known fact 
that those natio11s which were given to 
the cultivation of vo(.;al music w.ere 
strong, vigorous races, with broad, ex-_ 
pansive chest:-;. If an hour was daily 
devoted in our public schools to the de-
\·clopment of vocal rnnsic, there would 
not be the sari spectacle of the droop-
ing, withered, hollow-chested _, round-
shouldered children. There was too 
great a tendenc:v to sacrifice physical 
health upon the al ta1· of learning. Vocal 
music was a gymnastic exercise of the 
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lungs by development of the lung tissue 
itself. * * * * 
Phthisis generally begau at the a,pices 
of the lungs, because these parts were 
more inactive, and because the bronchi al 
tubes were so arranged that they car-
ried the inspired air with greater facility 
to the bases than to the apices. During 
inactivity a person .would ordinarily 
breathe about 480 cubic inche s of air in 
a minute. If he walked at the rate of 
six miles an hour, he would br eath e 
' 3,260 cubic inches. In singing, thi s in-
creased more than in walking , as to sing 
well required all the capacity . of tho 
lungs. The instructor of vocal music, 
in addition to his musical education, 
should understand th e anatom y and 
physioiogy of the respir atory organs.-
New Y01·k Medical Journal. 
. A MILLION DOLLAR TELES COPE.-
Representative Butler , of Tennessee-
has introduced a bill in Congress to ap, 
propriate $1,000,000 to be expended, 
under the direction of the Secretar y Of 
the Navy, in the construction of a great 
terescope with a lens '60 inches, or 5 
feet, in diameter. The diameter of the 
Lick object glass, the larg est in th e 
world, is 36 inches. In view of the fact 
that many astronomers regard ed the 
su,ccess of the great California telescope 
as-more t.l1an problematical, on account 
of the difficulty of casting and figuring 
such huge disks of glass, Mr. Butl er 's 
propos1t. on is deciedly star tling. But 
it shonld be remembered tha t, thank s to 
th e success of the Paris glass makers 
and th e incomparab le r:Jkill. of our great 
American telescope makern, the Clark s, 
th e fr ck lens has turn ed out to be so 
perfect th at th e cna kers have been 
silenced, and wonder has takPn the place 
of doubt. Whil e it would umlonbt edly 
be an achievement that would tax to the 
utmost th e skill and experience of the 
arti sans and ar t.ists who should under-
take th e work , yet it cannot be said that 
th e constr uction of a telescopic object 
gla,,s of sixty inches diameter is impos-
sible. 
Such a gla:i8, if successfully made, 
would be a much great er impr ovement 
over she Lick te]e,,cope than that great 
instrnm ent was over the largest of its 
pr e<.lecessorK. To show this it is only 
necessary to r ernernLer that the light-
gatherin g power of an obje<.:t glass vari es 
as the square of it s diameter. The largest 
glass before the completion of the Lick 
lens was th e 30-inch telescope of the 
observatory of Pulk owa. The light-
gatherin g power of the Lick telescope 
is to that of Pulk owa, about aR 13 to 9, 
or one and a half times as great; but 
the power of a 60-inch lens would be to 
that of the Lick telescope as 2G to 13, or 
nearly thr ee t imes as great. Such a 
glass would be fonr times as powerful 
as th e Pnlk owa telescope.- .Kew York 
Su n. 
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COLLEGE NE,VS AND NOrrES . 
Adam was the only man who never 
tantalized his wife about" the way his 
mother cooked."-Ex. 
The College of Mexico is the oldest 
American college, being fifty yea,rs older 
than Harvard. 
The Catholic University at Washing-
ton will be dedicated October 6, 1889. 
"Bric-a-kex-kex, coak, hric-a-kex-
kex, coak, coax, whu-op, whu-op, whu-
op, parabaloo, '92," is the class cry 
adopted by the Freshmen of Yale. 
White Chief has entered the Kansas 
State University. 
The average expenses of the class of 
'88 at Yale was $10,000 yearly. 
New York has school property valued 
at '35,0000,000, and South Carolina 
$30,000. 
Oxford University is the largest in 
the world, embracing twenty-one col-
leges and five halls. It has an annual 
income of six million dollars.-Ex. 
Miss Pallas Fedora Von Blurkey, 
She didn't know chicken from turkey; 
High Spanish and Greek she could flu-
ently speak, 
But her knowledge of poultry was 
murky. 
The Freshman who disappeared lately 
from Yale has turned up at Chicago and 
accounted for his sudden departure by 
his dislike of college life. Rare bird. 
By a vote of the faculty, the editors 
of the Lehigh College papers are ex-
cused from the literary work in their 
courses which corresponds to the work 
they do on the papers. 
A:-i an expre.;sion of their approval of 
the choice of Professor W eb~ter, of Ro-
chester, to be President of Union Col-
lege, the students voted to cut reci-
tations for one week immediately after 
his election.- University News. 
That a college presidency is a hard 
place to fill is proved by the fact that 
sixteen prominent colleges are looking 
for suitable presidents. 
Harva ,rd may again return to the 
compulsory system of attendance on 
chapel, recitations, and lt ctures. A 
committee has been appointed by the 
Overseers to consider the matter. 
Separate and punctuate the following: 
Isitahorsenoitisajackandadaptedtoclassr-
oomwork.-(}lipping. 
There is a young man named Anchises, 
One day there befell him this crisis: 
He ran at great speed, 
His nose it did bleed, 
And now he the scrimmage despises. 
According to the Pennsylvanian, 
some ladies of the Riverside Tennis Club, 
of Hoboken, N. J., have organized a 
foot-ball team. They emphatically deny, 
so we hear, that they have sent a chal-
lenge to Har':ard, Princeton, and Yale. 
A maiden sat in the gallery high, 
One summer night in Music Hall; 
And brave Apollo stood close by, 
Proud in a niche within the wall. 
She turned and gazed on the lovely god, 
And eyed his lovely limbs· askance, 
Then said in tones a trifle odd: 
"Excuse me, sir, do you wear pants?" 
-Boston Herald. 
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A NEW-FASHIONED GmL . 
She'd a great and varied know ledge, 
picke<l up at a female eollege, of 
quadratics, hydrostatics, and pneu-
matics very vast. 
She was stuffed with erudition as you 
stuff a leather cushion, all the olo-
gies of the colleges and. the know-
ledge of the past . 
She had stndied the old lexicons of Pe-
rn vianR ana Mexicans, their the-
- o!o6y, an thropqlogy, arnl geology 
o'er and o'er. 
She knew all the forms and features of 
the prehistoric creatur~s -i chthyo-
8 nm;, ple3iora,nnB, rne6 1,]03aun1;,1 
and many more. 
She'd describe the ancient Tusc>ans, and 
the Basques and Etruscans, their 
kett les, and the victuals that they 
gnclwed. 
She',1 disc11ss the learne,1 charmer, tlw 
th<lology or Bramah, and the scan-
<h !,i or the Venda.ls, :-incl Ran<lals 
that they trncl. 
S1e kne1r all the mighty gi,wt:, ,w<l the 
m:1:-1tel' min(ls of scienc>e, a ll the 
IP.trning that was turning in the 
l111rniug mind of man. 
B.1t she cou ld 110t prepare a dinner for a 
gaunt and hungry tsiuner, or get np 
a decent snpper for her poor \'Ora-
<"ious papa, for she never was con-
stri 1ctecl on the olcl domestic plan. 
-L ynn Union. 
The fair Fresl1man n.t Brvn :i\fawr, so 
we und erstand, is hazed li:v l1eing made 
to walk np an inclined boanl with ·a pile 
of hooks on her Rhoulders. ·when she 
reaches tltc top she iR given a lnrnp, with 
the injnn ction to keep it well trimmed 
and not be a "foolish virgin." 
Ann Arbor's rnles of governme nt ar e 
few: 
1. No student shall set on fire the 
college buildings . 
2. Under no circumstances shall a 
student kill a member of the facdty.-
Ex. 
This was written on the fly leaf of a 
book, presumably on Psychology: "If 
there should be another flood, for refuge 
hither fly: though all the world sho uld · 
be snbmerged, this book would sti ll be 
dry." 
Professor: "Are yon very carefu l about 
whispering and passing notes?" 
Young Fresh : "Yes, sir, very; if we 
weren't, we'cl he caught every time."-
Ex . 
The Goy Oreatw·e sat so near my arm, 
Around her waist I threw it, 
' And then, withont rt thought of harm, 
I kissed her ere she knew it. 
She cast one ugly glance at me, 
Her fa,ce turner! rec1, an,1 then she sairl, 
" I' <1 I ike to see you trv that again." 
"With ple-rnnre, dear gir l," I said. 
I dicl. Conld I he hhtmecl 9 
This time she only blnshed and calm ly 
s,1,icl, 
"You ought to be ashamed ." 
Stagg, Yale':; famous pitcher, is to 
h,n-e diarge of the UniYersity Chr istian 
Association th i,i year, ancl next year he 
will enter rt t.heological seminary and 
prepare him:;elf for the ministry.-News 
anrl Courier. 
"I know I've got a vein of poetry in 
me, sir," confidentially aia:fwrted the young 
man to the editor," and all' I want is a 
chance to bring it out. What would you 
suggest, sir?" · "I think you had better 
see a doctor, aml have it lanced." 
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The largest university in the world is 
Rud olph Allreits, at V ienna. It has 
5,222 students and 285 professors.- .& • 
All that I am my mother made me.-
De Pauw University has received a 
bequest which will amount to $2,000,-
000. 
J. B. Colgate, by direct gifts, made 
Madison ffiniversity worth $300,000. J ohn Q. Adams. · 
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